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s General Motors
Donates 60,000

raise an

By Venus B. Taylor
Hilltop Staff Writer
At a formal luncheon in
General Oliver Otis Howard
Hall, North America's automotive market leader General
Motors (GM) presented a check
to Howard University.
On Friday afternoon, the
General Motors Foundation
donated $60,000 for endeavors
such as scholarships for students
in the School of Engineering,
Architecture, and Computer
Sciences and the 21st Century
Advantage Program in the
School of Business.
Ed Welburn, General
Motors Vice President of Design

for North America, presented
the check to an appreciative
President H. Patrick Swygert.
In his opening remarks,
Swygert described Welburn as a
man who, through his work,
"took the impossible and turned
it into the probable, which
became the likely, and eventually a reality."
Throughout
Welburn's
tenure at GM, he has designed
Oldsmobile Indy pace vehicles,
helped design the Oldsmobile
Intrigue. In fact, according to
GM Product Manager Del
'
Dobbs, "everything that you see
come out from General Motors
See DONATES page A4
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Thanksgiving is a t ime fo r students to take a needed break and reflect on the semester while enjoying family and friends.

Boward Students Plan a

Adopt-A-Student-For -

Thanksgiving Day Dinner

Thanksgiving

By Can.dice Jones

By Crystal Sanders
Contributing Writer

Hilltop Staff Writer
Thanksgiving is here and while some Howard University students will be looking forward to going home for the Thanksgiving
holiday, some are just looking forward to the break.
Many students feel that Thanksgiving is a time when people
can come together to be thankful for family, good health, and anything else that is worth rejoicing for.
"I miss my family and a lot has happened with me in the past
four months so this break is long overdue," sophomore biology
major Kimberly Williams said. "Thanksgiving calls for a time to
regroup and not take things for granted anyway, I would really
appreciate this year's Thanksgiving."
Although Howard University gives a two-day break, some
students left as early as last Friday.
"I want my full break like every other school," sophomore
international business major Morgan Scott said. "I'm leaving
Monday instead of Wednesday because I don't leave for Winter
break for another few weeks so this break will get me through the
horror of finals at least."
Students at Howard are going home by bus, train, plane, and
See STUDENTS page A4

See HUSSO page AS
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While most students are counting the minutes and hours
until they can visit with family away from Howard, some will
be celebrating the holidays on campus.
International student Marie Thorne is one students who
will be keeping to her room due to the increasing cost in airfare.
"I'm on a budget, so I won't be heading home this year,"
Thorne, a sophomore business major from Trinidad, said.
While others prefer not to go home for the holidays to
catch up with work and prepare for finals, students have an
opportunity to have Thanksgiving sponsored by the Howard
University Support Staff Organization (RUSSO).
•
Adopt-A-Student-For-Thanksgiving is a sponsored event
organized by the RUSSO for students planning to stay on
campus during the holiday. The RUSSO organization has
been sponsoring this event for eight years.
"I thought of the idea back in 1969 because I myself was
an international student from Africa and knew what it was
like to stay on campus during the holiday's," Michael Jones

School of
Business
Dinner
By Zachary Kenworthy
Hilltop Staff Writer
"I am extremely excited
about the success of the council and this event," Executive
Secretary of the School of B
Student Council Anthony
Watson said. "We have been
working extremely hard all
semester and have managed to
utilize all our resources."
For the School of Business,
Friday night's inspiring event,
which was held at the Capital
Hilton on 16th Street, highlighted the culmination of a
week of activities.
The highlight of the
evening was a stirring address
given by keynote speaker
Darryl Wiggins who emphasized hard work, determination and belief in self above all
else if one is to be successful.
See DINNER page A 11
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Benzino Accuses
Eminem of Racist Lyrics
By Ashley Ross
Hilltop Staff Writer

Because black girls are dumb
and white girls are good
chicks." As the track concludes Eminem emphasizes,
"I'm giving you a little advice/
Don't date a black girl, if you
do it once you won't do it
twice/ You won't ever do it
again because they'll take
your money/ And that aint
funny/ So I'ma say look
honey/ I thought he said that
before/ But like I said again
you're nothing but a big
whore."
Needless to say the aftern1ath that has since ensued
surrounding the statements
by hip-hop's token white boy
have caused uproar. "Don't
make this right now a double
standard," Benzino commented at the press conference.
"We gotta treat this the same
way you treat Mike Tyson, like
you treat Kobe Bryant, like
you treat R. Kelly, like you

Last Tuesday the owners
of The Source Magazine, Ray
Benzino and Dave Mays held
a press conference during
which they played two
extremely controversial tracks
made by rap phenomenon
Eminem in 1988 and 1993.
These tracks were laden with
explicitly racist as well as
derogatory lyrics that stereotyped black women. On the
first track Eminem raps, "And
here's the place where I like to
roam/ And all the girls that I
like to bone/ Have the big
butts, no they don't/'Cause I
don't like that n***a sh*t/ I'm
just here to make a bigger
hit."
The crude and blatantly
juvenile lyrics persist on the
second track as Eminem compares black girls and white
girls saying, "Black girls and
white girls just don't mix/ See EMINEM page A4
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General Motors donated $60,000 to fund scholarships for
the School of Engineering and the School of Business,

Howard Misses Cut
for Battle of the Bands
selected included Johnson C.
By Byron Stewart
Smith University, Virginia
Contributing Writer
State University, Southern
University, Alabama State
Members of the Howard University, Bethune-Cookman
University Showtime marching College,
Florida
A&M
band eagerly anticipated the University (FAMU), Clark. possibility of performing in the Atlanta University, Savannah
Honda Battle of the Bands last State University, Tuskegee
Monday. However, Howard University and Tennessee
did not make the final cut of State University. Each of the 10
the Battle of the Bands.
schools selected received
"I was disappointed," $10,000 towards their scholarsophomore music business ship fund.
major Jarius Howe said.
From the Mideastern
"Showtime had a lot to prove Athletic Conference (MEAC),
to other bands. It would have the selection of FAMU has
been nice to go back to my raised many concerns about
home state."
The bands that were
See BATTLE page A 11
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"Showtime" members speculated that FAMU's absence in
the MEAC next year factored heavily into their selection.
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High Tea
Society
Mentors
Children
What are
your plans
for

Paulette Mcghee
Junior
Biology

Shara D. Taylor
Hilltop Staff Writer
Founded in 1997 by Mary
Terrell, the High Tea Society
provides middle school and
high school-aged girls with the
opportunity to experience a
new culture different from
their own. The girls regularly
participate in culturally activities and tutoring sessions that
help to foster growth during
their adolescent years.
This year, the program
relocated its Saturday morning
tutoring sessions to the
Bethune Annex residence hall.
Being located in the dormitory
has given the program a new
life, with a larger number of
participants
and
tutors.
Residents of Annex tutor the
girls every Saturday morning in
subjects ranging from algebra
to chemistry to English.
Junior biology
major
Cherri Warner serves as an oncampus ambassador for the
High Tea Society. She believes
that her work with the girls is
another way to ensure that
Howard maintains a healthy
relationship with the surround•
•
ing
community.
"This is another [opportunity] for Howard to give back to
the community. Some people

BreeaCh~
Sophomore
Journalism
"I'm going back home to
Los Angele to celebrate
the holid y with my brother
and famil}."

say the only thing we contribute is the hospital, but that
is not true," she said. "With
this program, students are giving their time, acting a role
models, and helping them academically."
Alissa Miller, a 7th grader
at Hardy Middle School,
believes that the program prepares them for life beyond the
comforts of the classroom.
"I like being proper and
dressing up," she said. "When I
go out I have to get used to
dressing up for special occasions."
Christine Robinson, a 6th
grader at Patricia Roberts
Harris School, sees the Society
as a way of developing necessary life skills at a young age.
"I like the new experiences.
When we have our teas, we
know how to sit, how to eat,
and what side our cup is on,"
she said. "When we start having job interviews, we will
know how to dress for them."
"The driving force behind
this program is my mother,
Judge Terrell," executive director for the High Tea Society
Terrell explained. "She has a
vested interest in these girls,
and she is trying to help our
children. It seems as though
they need a little push."
See SOCIETY page A5

Jam sTone
Junior
Undecided
"Going to Grandma· s to get
some sweet potato pie!"
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Employee
ofthe
Week
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Chairwoman of the National Council of Negro Women Dorothy Height divulged her
life story at a book signing on Thursday.

Height Encourages
omen's Studies
By Shara D. Taylor
Hilltop Staff Writer
To mark the launch of its new Graduate
Certificate Program in Women's Studies, the
Howard Office of University Research and
Graduate School, along with Alpha Chapter,
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., hosted a discussion with civil rights pioneer Dorothy I.
Height.
"We want to give a gender lens to the
University and its students and every place they
go," said Rebecca Reviere, acting director for the
graduate certificate program, the first of its kind
on campus.
Held in the Blackburn Ballroom on
Thursday afternoon, Height jou1rneyed through

are so negative. We need to bring women for-

the various stages of her life presented in her

ward as people with something to contribute."

recently released autobiography entitled Open
Wide the Freedom Gates: A Me1noir.

See HEIGHT page A5

West Towers Health Fair a Success
By Kimberly King
Hilltop Staff Writer
"An uplifting, consistent

on-set of teamwork and general concern for the public."
This past Saturday afternoon marked the launching of
the annual Health Awareness
Fair, which took place in the
•
•
West Towers community
room.
The Health Fair, directed
by graduate social psychology
major Carl Pollard, was anything but a disaster. Pollard
saw great essentialism in
bringing free health services to
the Howard and neighboring
community-a legacy in the
making.
In conjunction with the
Washington D.C. department
of health, Howard's various
health disciplines came to
show off their talent and area
of expertise. Students from the
school of dentistry, physician's
assistants from the school of
medicine, Washington D.C.
department of Health coun-

selors and representatives
were present at the event. As
participators arrived, they
were allowed to take advantage
of the many free opportunities.
Such opportunities included dental screening along with
giveaways of floss, toothpaste,
and toothbrushes. Students
cowd also check your blood
pressure, get an eye screening,
nutrition/ skin care advice, a
physical examination, speech,
vision, and hearing screening,
and STD's/HIV information
and confidential testing.
"Every day, the mortality
rate increases because of the
different notions people have
about seeking help," Pollard
said. "But, it's not that people
don't want to seek help-they
just can't afford it."
Senior bio/pre-med major
Alissa King was among many
participators. Having checked
her Body-Mass-Intake (BMI),
she also checked her vision
and blood pressure.
"Students should try to
attend more activities like this

because it's very helpful where
preventative measures are
concerned," King said.
Michael Richardson, a
junior systems and computer
science major also found the
health fair to be very beneficial.
"I got a lot of my basic
health questions and concerns
addressed," Richardson said.
At the department of
health booth, there was an
array of pamphlets, lubricants,
and condoms of all shapes,
sizes, and colors; all of which
were free for the taking.
"We set up [the booth] like
that because I don't mind
when young people say can I
get ten condoms because I
know that at sixteen years old,
it was a smack in the face to
only have one condom in the
heat of the moment," Vivian
Turner, clinical worker said.
Pollard said that for those
students who did not attend,
they missed a rare chance to
take advantage of free technology.

It is just after 9:00
pm, and security officer
Spencer Smith is busy at
work.
"Please have your
ID's out and sign in," he
tells the long line of students who have just :finished up their day and
head back to the Howard
Plaza Towers East. Smith
is working diligently to
enforce the new security
policies.
"Right now, we really
have to concentrate on
the job," said Smith.
"There is more pressure
on the security staff. The
new security rwes require
more work to enforce, but
ultimately it's better for
the students who live
here."
Smith, who was born
and raised in D.C., began
his tenure as a security
officer last November
when he was hired to
monitor Carnegie Hall.
Prior to his positii:u1 on
campus, Smith was stationed
at
George
Washington University.
Since then, lie has also
worked at the Howard
Plaza Towers West.
"It's my job to make
sure nobody gets into the
building without proper
identification,"
Smith
said. "I have to be observant to make sure nothing,
out of the .ordinary is
going on."
Although ,Smith is
adamant about imple"
menting the security policies, he says that by being
responsible, students can
help the security procedures run more efficiently.
"I understand that
students are frustrated,
but it would be so much
easier if the students
would just sign in, show
their ID and scan their
card," said Smith. "It's
very simple. If you do
those three steps, there's
no problem."
Amber Elliot, a sophomore political science
See SMITH page A5

Howard Undergraduates Face Hard
Times When Searching for Jobs
By Karleen Roy
Contributing Writer
Graduation is a day that is
filled with hopes, dreams, and
most of all job offers, but to
the dismay of the spring class
of 2003, graduation day
became a grim reality check.
With impressive diplomas in
hand, graduates are realizing
that the job market these days
isn't too friendly.
Stiff job choices are forcing new college grads to settle

for low salary jobs without a
challenge and out of their field
of study. In addition to low
salary jobs, more companies
are requiring that experience
be a must.
According to the National
Association of Colleges and
Employers (NACE), 42.4 percent of surveyed employers
plan to hire fewer new grads
than they did last year.
Because of the job market,
students are opting to bypass
the hunt for jobs and stay in

school, gaining additional
degrees and experience to
compete with peers.
After months of desperately searching for a job,
Howard graduate Krystle
Ferbos has .decided to take the
MCAT and apply to medical
school in the fall. ·
"After gradating this past
May, I was certain that I
would quickly pick up a job
somewhere," Ferbos said. "I've
See JOBS page A 11
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Highlighting her many experiences and
accomplishments, Height allowed the audience
to step into her lifetime of activism. As a civil
rights leader, Height fought for the integration
of public schools, pushed for an increase in voter
registration and sought desegregation within
the United States Armed Forces. She often
times was the only woman sitting on the decision-making councils that pertained to public
legislation.
"We have come a long way, but brothers and
sisters, we have a long way to go," Height said.
"I am joyful to see a women's studies program
having [been] developed. There is a greater need
for [this program] today than any other time in
history. The influences for young people today

By Nicole Marie
Melton
Hilltop Staff Writer
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· Encourage your daughter to stand up and
be heard in school. Tell her it's ok~y to be
smart in front of boys. Teach her to be
outspoken, assertive and inventive.
For more information on how to help your
daughter, call 1-800-WCC-4-GIRLS. Or visit
us on the Internet at www.academic.org.

Women's College Coalition

Youcan·t
change
vourage.
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Women in War
and Peace
By Shara D. Taylor
Hilltop Staff Writer

are loosing men on both sides
and are living day by day, hour
by hour."
Douglas cited the Geneva
Convention as a means of
effecting change within Sri
Lanka and other countries that
are experiencing similar problems.
"They are disregarding
their own proclamation,"
Douglas said.
Among the panelists were
Betty Bigombe, senior advisor
for the World Bank, Gimena
Sanchez-Garzoli,
senior
research analyst for the
Brookings-SAIS
Project,
Eleanor LeCain, a member of
the national board for the
Women's Action for New
Directions, and Janel KasperWolfe, volunteer for Amnesty
International,
Women's
Human Rights Action.
Bigombe discussed the role
of women and grassroots
organizations and the need for
their positions to be better
understood.
"Women bear the brunt of
war, and many live below the
poverty line," Bigombe said.
She explained that many
women are left to fend for
themselves because their husbands and sons are swept into
the waves of war on false promises. "Unless you understand
the underlying causes, you can-

On Friday afternoon, the
Ralph J. Bunche International
Affairs Center, Office of
University Research, the
Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences, and the Sasakawa
Fellowship Program hosted a
panel examining the roles and
plights of women who live in
war zones.
The session opened with
the short film, "At the End of a
Gun: Women and War." The
film chronicled many of the
social ills. that have befallen
won1en in Sri Lanka, a country
consistently ravaged by the
devastation of civil war.
According to the film, families and communities have
been torn apart and separated_
as a consequence of the strains
of the unrelenting fighting. It
described women as "innocent
civilians caught in the crossfire" and "not just victims, but
agents for change."
Graduate student Donna
Douglas believes that the filn1
offered a new perspective to
the women's personal battles.
"There was a very strong
meaning behind the film. It
showed women on the receiving end as victims of guns,"
Douglas said. "[They] were
homemakers and caretakers
who had to take over their husbands' responsibilities. They See WOMEN page A 11
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has his touch."
In addition to these undertakings, Welburn also served as
the Chief Designer of the new
Chevrolet SSR, a convertible pickup truck that rw1s like a sports
car. A model of this vehicle was
bestowed upon Swygert as a symbol of the 34-year relationship
between General Motors and
Howard University.
"The [Chevrolet] SSR builds
on a great heritage, just like
Howard University," Welburn
said. "And just like Howard, it
moves forward in a contemporary
way."'
Subsequent to the presentation by Welburn there was a presentation made by Karen
Claremont-Jones, Engineering
Recruiting Lead for GM.
According to ClaremontJones, GM has demonstrated is
ties to Howard through participation in several activities such as
Charter Day, the Sullivan
Fellowship, and the Capstone

many students are carpooling to
their home cities or other destinations because of the expensive tickets.
Sophomore
psychology
major Nihja Oliver was one of
these students who paid an
exorbitant amount even though
she purchased her plane ticket
in September.
It is for these reasons that
sophomore advertising major
Marcus Stanton will be spending the Thanksgiving holiday
with his sister in Maryland.
"It really just cost too much
and I'm from Califon1ia, I'll be
hon1e soon enough so I'n1 not
pressed about it," he said.
Some students who are
leaving on or before the date of

CllAD flOLSTO'-

Choir Gives Thanks Through Concert
By Natasha L. Williams
Contributing Writer
The Howard University
Community Choir (HUCC)
could not let the students celebrate the Thanksgiving holiday without presenting their
annual Thanksgiving concert
Sunday night at Rankin
Chapel, which was titled "A
Worship Experience."
As the service began,
latecomers trickled in and
enthusiastically joined the
congregation
and
the
(HUCC) Ensemble in praise

Senior Design Course.
Claremont-Jones
also
affirmed General Motors' need
for young talent, that the Mecca
provides helps the company take
on even greater endeavors.
"At General Motors we are
challenging
the
world,"
Claremont-Jones said "We have
made great advances in hybrids
and fuel cells, and we are the
industry leader in emissions con-

taken several internships with
GM, is thrilled about the affinity
that her employer has for her
school.
"General Motors is a great
company," Collier said. "Right
now it's sponsoring the Senior
Capstone Design Project. We
have to redesign the option package for the Saturn Ion Coupe to
attract Generation Y buyers, ages
16-24, instead of the current age
trols."
demographic of 40-43."
Throughout its relationship
In addition to engineering
with GM, Howard has a history of students, GM's current School of
providing the company with com- Business 21St Century Advantage
petitive talent. This is demon- Program team was in attendance.
strated by the fact that the recruitTwenty-One CAP team
ing team is made up primarily of member Alana Fook, a freshman
Howard alumni.
international business and
"The relationship between finance major, shares Clifford and
GM and Howard had been a long, Collier's sentiments.
exciting, and productive history,"
"I am very impressed and
Howard University recruiter excited by the level of commitNadine Clifford said "We [GM ment and dedication displayed by
team members] are passionate GM," Food said. 'The company
not just because we are alumni, appears to be genuinely interestbut because we really love the stu- ed in strengthening the long
dents."
standing relationship between
Senior mechanical engineer- Howard and GM."
ing major LaTiesha Collier has

finals until next semester are major Patrick Gilley said referstaying either here on campus ring to the pilgrims killing the
or going to local places such as Indians after the Indians were
Maryland or Virginia. Some being of service to them.
people are even traveling to "Celebrating Thanksgiving is
New York where you can get a like celebrating murder."
round trip bus ticket for $30.
Whether students will be
Dorm committees like the spending it with fiiends, family,
one in Slowe Hall have organ- visiting another city, or staying
ized Thanksgiving potlucks so here in D.C., they can all agree
those staying here can have still that the break will be worthtake part in the Thanksgiving while.
festivities and not be so plagued
"I have kinda developed my
· by homesickness.
own
philosophy
of
A few students look to the Thanbgiving so I will embrace
original Thanksgiving and have that over the break," sophodecided not to take part in the more Spanish 1najor Kitomila
Thanksgiving holiday, which is Cole said. "Thanksgiving has a
really a historical massacre.
crazy 1neaning, but I've molded
'Tm not going hon1e and it to what I want it to be-Giving
I'm
not
celebrating thanks."
Thanksgiving either-it's just
wrong," senior electronic studio

A4

and worship. The (HUCC) tude for the choir and said. "It is about you worEnsemble performed five explained how her experi- shiping God just because of
songs, which included "Oh ence singing in he choir has who he is."
Magnify the Lord With Me" n1otivated her and helped her
In addition to her inspiand "Bread of Heaven."
with her career.
rational
words,
Ebony
After the invocation by
"When I joined this choir Jackson presented a special
Chaplain
Joi
Toliver, it was like a blessing for me," musical selection, with the
Treasurer Adrienne J. Lee Jackson said. "The choir was help of her back-up singers.
passionately read the scrip- like an oasis."
A rendition of Floetry's hit
ture for the e,ening, \\hich
J .. ckson explained the '"Sa) Yes" and their version of
was taken frorr Ps, lms 96.
importance of worship and a song from l\,lary l\,lary's first
Secretary Linda Spuill not just worshiping God album "Thankful" were
then introduced the worship because of what we can get among the songs presented.
leader for the evening, Ebony out of it.
After Jackson's amazing
Jackson, who is a Howard
"When you worship God, performance, the Howard
University graduate and for- it's not about you," Jackson University Community Choir
mer choir member. Jackson - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - expressed her sincere grati- See CONCERT page A 11

Eminem Accused of Racism

Thanksgiving Break for Students
STUDENTS from A 1

fl)

The Howard University Community Choir raised their voices in praise at their annual Thanksgiving Concert.

Howard Receives $60,000
DONATES from A 1

1'1 ICHO

EMINEM from A 1

treat O.J. Simpson."' Benzino
and Mays plan to release a
copy of the contentious
Eminem CD in the February
issue of The Source. Howe,er,
Emine1n contends
"Ray
Benzino, Dave tvlays and The
Source have had a vendetta
against me, Shady Records
and our artists for a long
time."
Eminen1 has since apologized for his statements
accounting them to a bitter
breakup and youthful ignorance. "The tape thev played
today was soniething I mace
out of anger, stupidit) and
frustration when I was a
teenager. I'd just broken up
with my girlfriend, who was
African-American, and I reacted like the angry, stupid kid I
was. I hope people will take it
for the foolishness that it was.
not for what somebody is trying to make it into today."
Today more than e\'er
before hip-hop is 111 ever-present force in mainstream
America.
Rap artists arc
increasingly visible in every
form of the n1edia fro1n magazines to music videos, from TV
shows to blockbuster movies,
making 50 Cent, Jay Z, and
Eminen1 house hold nan1es.
Rap artists hav<. also been
especially sought after to
sponsor an array of products
from Old Navy and Lil' Ki1n to
Coca Cola and Missy Elliot.
"Consumers
have
to
understand exactly how much
hip-hop has become an important part of our culture,"
asserted senior theatre arts
1najor Goldie E. Patrick. "Hiphop is reflexive of the black
c01n1nunity. Whatever fl.:1ws
exist within the black con1munity arc also reflected in hiphop music."
For years degrading epithets as well as other forms of

The Hilltop
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derogatory language have
been used by several rap
artists in reference to black
won1en. For instance Dr. Dre,
Snoop, Dat N* a Daz,
Kurupt, and Jewel released
"B tches Aint Sh t" in 1992.
The chorus of the song went as
follows, "B*tches ain't sh*t but
hoes and tricks/ Lick on deez
n*tz and suck the d •ck/ Gct's
the f"ck out after you're done/
And I hops in 1ny ride to make
a quick run." The difference
between these artists 111aking
such references to black
w01nen and Eminem making
these references over ten years
ago is an issue of intense
debate.
Goldie, however,
belie, es the resolution to t liis
debate is silnple. "I hold any
1'110IO{X)l RH S) 01 rn, I )()\IIURL 'IORG
artist accountable for any
misogynistic statements they Rap artist Eminem.
have 1nade or are making,
including Eminem."
problem. We'd probably be
Isaiah Johnson, another partying to it right now. It's
senior musical theatre n1ajor only because he's white that
from
Anchorage,
Alaska it's different. R. Kelly was
believes the underlying strug- filmed peeing on a young black
gle in both hip-hop and the girl "nd people are still buying
African-Americm con11nunity his eds."
are one in the same. ''People
Whether or not you
are afraid to stand alone, believe Eminem should be sacthey're afraid to leave their rificed at the stake for the
co1nfort zones. As individuals con1ments he 111ade almost ten
we need to set standards for years ago or he should receive
ourselves first as well as the same treatment as any
respect other's view points." other rap artist, some like
Johnson believes the subtle Goldie E. Patrick believe,
action of "standing alone" is all "standards must be made
too often taken for granted as within the industry to maina n1eans of breaking barriers. tain some sort of artistic
The hip-hop aitist of our gen- integrity." fhere are several
eration especially should not organizations on Howard's
be exe1npt from these stan- very own campus that discuss
dards. "Music shapes genera- and promote the importance
tions,"
Johnson
asserts. of n1usical and aesthetic qualiArtists and entertainers must ty and integrity within the hipbe aware of the power they hop genre. Organizations such
possess when they hold a mic as F.R.E.S.H. and C.I.P.H.E.R.
in their hands.
are two a1nong many organiza"I don't have a problem tions individuals can become
with what Eminem said," com- involved in through which
1nented Christian Dorsey, a they can better voice their
junior political science major opinions and beliefs about
from Detroit. "If he had been hip-hop and it's future.
black it wouldn't have been a
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HUSSO's Holiday Initiative
the most.
Students will be e>..1:remeVice-President of the organi- ly pleased this year, especially
zation said. Donations have due to the turnout last year.
been collected from campus
"The food is really good,
supporters to fund the catered and I definitely plan to attend
event that will be held on this year since I'll be at
Friday, Nove1nber 28th fro1n Howard," Nika Green a soph1-5pm in the Blackburn omore undecided major at
Center Gallery Lounge.
Howard University said.
According to the staff,
For those who are not
about three hundred students sure if they're going to attend,
attend the event every year. In Turkey, Ham, stuffing, macaa way, this is an opportunity roni and cheese, green beans,
for students to socialize and warm rolls, and tasty deserts
feel at home when they need it will be served.
HUSSO from A 1

The HUSSO association
also provides a forum for students and staff to express and
tackle issues or concerns pertaining
to
Howard
University's
campus.
Me1nbership dues are $10 a
year and monthly meetings
are held in the School of
Business Auditorium during
the day. This organization
also offers scholarships for
continuing students enrolled
in an accredited school.

Organization Teaches Youth
SOCIETY from A2

expectations, they will be suc"Tea is calming, comfort- cessful."
Accordi~g to_ fo~nder Mary ing, and universal," she said.
During the year, the proTerrell, her 1nsp1ration for the . "It creates an elegant setting gran1 sponsors college tours,
High Tea Society came when and fosters conversation. The takes the girls to the theatre
~he visited some of the ~chools hats and gloves create an and to the symphony, helps
1n the areas, only to reahze that instant transition and causes them to develop an appreciathe need for outside guidance them to act differently."
tion for other cultures, and
had increased.
Terrell believes that the engages them in community
"I was in a ~tate of shock to girls will be prepared to be sue- activities.
see how our children had dete- cessful in anything they do with
Terrell hopes to begin a
riorated in their ac~~ns, ha_ir, the support of those around progra1n for boys by next year,
?ress a_nd demeanor, she said. them," she said. "When you and eventually reach internaTh~ girls need a calm, ser~ne give them more exposure, dif- tional status with the High Tea
envtronment ;,o get attentive ferent experiences, a change of Society.
and refocused.
environment, and set high

New Women Studies Program
HEIGHT from A2

While working at the
YWCA, a chance meeting with
then-first
lady
Eleanor
Roosevelt and National Council
of Negro Women (NCNW)
founder Mary McLeod Bethune
sparked the beginning of
Height's lifelong career of political involvement.
Bethune invited Height to
join the ranks of NCNW, where
she would eventually fulfill the
duty of president for more than
40 years. In 1986, she started
the national Black Family
Reunion, which is now celebrated annually in more than
10 cities across the country.
Height also served as the 10th

national president of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Lakesha Robinson, president of Alpha Chapter, Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.,
believes that Height's visit signifies an important ti1ne for
Howard.
"As Howard embarks upon
this women's studies program,
it is important to have Height
here," Robinson said. "Courage
is something that every woman
needs )o learn about and
embody."
Some of Height's achievements include the NAACP
Spingarn
Medal,
the
Presidential Medal of Freed()m,
the Citizens Medal Award and
more than 20 honorary
degrees. Congress recently
announced that it would award

her the Congressional Gold
Medal.
"It is very inspiring to be
able to see and hear history.
This makes me realize why we
are here and what we need to
do," junior sociology and
administration of justice major
Clinique Marshall said.
Lemekia Andrews, a graduate student majoring in reading
education, regrets not knowing
about Height and her influence
earlier.
"I a1n honored to be in the
presence of Dorothy Height,
who I had never heard of until I
attended Howard University,"
Andrews said. "I could not help
but to think of how much I wish
she had been 1nentioned in any
one of my Alnerican history
textbooks."

S1nith E1nployee of the Week
SMITH from A2

major who resides in the East
Towers, said that whenever she
sees Smith, he is always putting
forth his best effort.
"Even though we have the
new security policy, some of the
guards may not enforce it all
the time, but not Officer
Smith," said Elliot. "He is
always 1naking sure that the
residents don't have to worry
about who is coming in and out
of the dorm."
While being a security officer is serious work, Smith says
that working at Howard offers
many benefits.
''The best part of my job is
being around brilliant people,"

7

said Smith. "Being around a iot
of positive people has inspired
me to go back to school because
I never got the chance to go to
college.
Smith hopes that his position here will open doors for
him to one day becon1e a full
time police officer. When
Smith is not working on campus, he is spending time with
his wife of 15 years and his six
children.
"I like to stay home and
watch videos and listen to
music with my kids," says
Smith, who also enjoys outdoor
sports such as cycling and
going to football games with his
family. "I love to listen to my
oldies- Earth, Wind, and Fire,

Lionel Richie, Frankie Beverly
and some of the old groups. I
don't really like hip-hop music
but I hear enough of it from my
kids."
Being family oriented has
always been important for
Smith.
Growing up, he
received advice from his family; however, his mother offered
him encouragement that he
carries with hi111 to this day.
"My mother told me to
always be the best you can be,"
said S1nith. "I always knew that
if you want something, you
have to go out there and work
hard for it. It won't be easy, but
you can do it."
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The Johns Hopkins PostBaccalaureate Premedical Program
prepares college graduates with
s trong academic records to apply to
the best medical schools by giving
them the personal attention, the
necessary science and math
courses, and one-to-one academic
advising.
If you or someone you know wants
to pursue a ca reer as a doctor,
apply by March 1.

• . Uu
'

For more information, visit
www.jhu.edu/postbac or call 410516-7748 .

JOHNS HOPKINS
U
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Winergy Proposal for Virgi,iia Wind Farm Downsizing for Approval

Jackson
Family

Aid Funds Feared
Going to Iraq

Gives

U.S. and UK aid agencies
are alarmed about what they
say is the diversion of over $1
billion in foreign aid funds.
They are concerned the funds
might be used to pay for the
War on Terror and the re-building of Iraq.
The agencies told the B!::C
that if a trend of this kind continues, the UN's aim of halving
extreme poverty by 2015 is
unlikely to be met.
The target was agreed by all
member states and represents
the UN's central Millennium
Goal.
Two recent moves over the
allocation of funds have
alarmed development econo1nists.
First was the scaling down
by U.S. Congress of an aid
package of $1.6 billion to just
$650 million. This was
described by the largest consortium of aid agencies in
America, known as InterAction,
as a trade-off caused by
demands on U.S. money fron1
Iraq.
The second was the diversion of about £150 millionworth of British development
aid to the re-building of Iraq.

Support
Michael
Jackson's family
has given the pop
star their support,
following his arrest
on child abuse
charges. The singer
has returned to Las
Vegas after being
formally charged
on Thursday in
Santa
Barbara,
California,
and
freed on $3 million
bail.
Jackson's family issued a statement after his
arrest, describing
the
allegations
against him as a "big
lie." His brother
Jermaine Jackson
told CNN: "The whole family
supports Michael 100%, one
thousand
percent."
The
Jackson fa1nily statement said:
"Michael said, 'Lies run sprints,
but the truth runs marathons.'
The truth will w1n this
marathon in court."
The singer was met by fans
and press on his return to Las
Vegas after his charges were
processed in Santa Barbara.

New AntiImpotence Drug:
Cialis
The A1nerican Food and
Drug Adn1inistration (FDA) has
cleared the way for the latest
anti-impotence drug. On Friday
the FDA gave its approval to an
impotence remedy called Cialis
from phannaceutical company
Eli Lilly and biotechnology firm
Icos Corporation.
The drug is set to rival
Viagra, which men are advised
to take one hour before sex and
which lasts up to four hours.
Cialis, already approved in
Europe, is said to last 24 hours
and should be available in the
U.S. within 10 days. While the
effects of the drug last all day,
men will only achieve an erection when they are sexually
aroused.
The market for erectile dysfunction drugs is becoming
increasingly competitive following the success of Pfizer's
Viagra, which hit the U.S. market in 1998, and had sales of
about $1.7 billion last year.
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Hackers Being
Watched
There is an entire underground network of hackers
honing their tools and skills
with malicious damage in
mind.
"Ten years ago, 'hackers'
used to 1nean people who tinker
with computers.
"Nowadays hacking means
malicious hacking. The definition has changed, so get over
it," Peter Tippett, founder and
chief technical officer at
TruSecure told BBC News
Online.
Net security companies like
TruSecure in the U.S., have the
job of keeping an eye on these
groups to work out which weak
net spot they are planning to
attack next.
It currently tracks more
than 11,000 individuals in
about 900 different hacking
groups and gangs.
"There are 5,500 net vulnerabilities that could be used
theoretically to launch an
attack, but only 80 or 90 are
being used," says Tippett.
"Only 16 of 4,200 of vulnerabilities actually turned into
attacks last year."
Source: BBC News
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Company Downscaling Wind· Energy Farm
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By G1·egg Wallace
Contributing Writer
A company seeking the first governn1ent permit to build an
offshore wind farm in the United States has dramaticallv scaled
back its plans for Virginia's Eastern Shore. Dennis Quaranta,
president of New York-based Winergy LLC, said he will ask the
Army Corps of Engineers in Norfolk to consider a proposal to
build as few as 10 wind1nills off Sn1ith Island in the Atlantic
Ocean, down from the 271 windn1ills the company initially
sought. The new proposal also would locate the wind farm several miles farther out to sea to appease Eastern Shore residents
and environmentalists.
Winergy has applied for offshore permits in New York, New
Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Massachusetts, but with little
success. Quaranta believes his best shot might be in Virginia or
a pilot project of three turbines in New York.
Winergy proposed its Eastern Shore plan for clean energy
12 n1onths ago, but has since an1ended it three times. Initially,
the company sought pern1ission for 271 windmills. each rising
400 feet, in waters off Accomack County near the Virginia1vlaryland line.
Jenifer Contant, a junior English major at the University of
·Maryland, thinks that "using wind as a power resource is very
good. It will benefit thousands of people and the en1ployment of
such a natural and abundant resource such as the wind can only
be good."
The Navy and NASA objected. and Winergy downshifted. It
pitched a blueprint of 221 windmills. and then for 150 turbines,
which would be built in state waters, less than 3 miles from
Smith Island, within sight of the Chesapeake Bay BridgeTunnel
and
two
national
wildlife
refuges.
That proposal sparked the concern of environmentalists who
said the blades 111ight kill migratory birds and waterfowl that
flock to a string of nearby barrier islands. In response,
Quaranta has proposed moving the project farther out to sea,
ben-veen 5 and 12 n1iles from Smith Island, and reducing the
number of turbines to between 10 and 30.
In August, the Army Corps questioned whether Winergy
had enough utility lines and carrying capacity to handle all the
energy that 150 windn1ills could generate. It called for a study
of infrastructure needs and costs and said that without the
work. "we will assume that you no longer wish to pursue a permit and will withdraw your application," according to a letter
sent to the c01npany on Aug. 25. Quaranta said the study has
been completed and "looks good.··
Rick Henderson, a corps official studying the proposed
wind farm, said each turbine could produce a ma-.'imum of 3.5
megawatts of electricity a day. ,vith 10 windmills. that would
1nean enough power for 35,000 homes.
Henderson said the corp~ still is unsure that the Eastern
Shore power grid could accept and distribute such energy. and
that Winergy can find enough money to finance utility
upgrades.
"At some point you have to ask why permit a project that
can't be built?" Henderson said. He also noted that the bird
kills .. certainly are minimized" by moving the windmills farther
out to sea. But environmental groups and wildlife expe1ts are
not so sure.
•
·•1 think the options have to be weighed carefully. There
will always be tradeoffs but the conflict of interest (keeping the
birds' migration path safe as opposed to providing nmch needed alternate source of power) has to be resolved with the pro-

•
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tection of our en,·irorunent as a priority," says junior systems
and computer science 1najor, Kunmi Otitoju.
"There's some advantages to the changes," said Susan Rice.
n1anager of Fisherman Island and the Eastern Shore of Virginia
national wildlife refuges, ''But there's still 1nigrnting species offshore in the areas they're talking about now. So we're just not
sure.''
The \,inclmills. n1anufacturcd by a Danish con1pany. each
cost about $3.5 million. Quaranta hopes to obtain nccessorv
permits and sell those approvals to an cstablisl1cd utihty to
huild the farm.

Record Breaking Records
What's the rush to be the first?
By Ria Marie Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer
Attempts to break world
records are being pursued
today more than ever.
Marathon man Tommy Joyce
of Yorkshire who completed 20
marathons in 20 days by running 527 miles and 700 yards
earlier this year, is now
attempting to break the worldrecord for running on a treadmill which stands at 150.2
miles in 48 hours.
In Croatia, it was a group
effort to break the record for
the biggest breakfast in the
world, as 42,120 Croatians sat
down to eat a full breakfast at 9
a.m. This number doubled the
existing record set by Taiwan
on October 13 2001, when
23,291 people ate 1,920 kilograms of bread and drank
5,670 liters of milk.
Rapper Ruffstylz, also
called DJ Dan Lloyd, may have
broken the world record for the
longest impromptu rap. The
28-year-old rapped freestyle
for 10 hours and 34 minutes
overnight at the Toucan Club.
The title for longest freestyle
rap was previously held by
Canadian rapper TO, who

l\1AGI! COURTF.SY 01 www.1 UM'Sl LI[ F.COM

managed 8 hours 45 minutes a
few months ago.
Ruffstylz, who suffered a
bad throat after his attempt,
said it was difficult to break the
world record with just a 15minute break once every four
hours. "I could also stop speaking for 30 seconds without the

The Hilltop

challenge being lost, but I didn't stop for more than 15 seconds ... It was crazy last night,"
he said. "Luckily the club wasn't too crowded.''
In September, thirty-two
elderly persons at the average
age of 75 rode on Blackpool's
famous Big Dipper to break the

world record for the oldest
rollercoaster riders.
So the question is why are
so many people jumping on the
record-breaking bandwagon?
"I think people love being
a part of history and making
some type of impact," Steve
Mobley, a junior legal communications major, said. "I think
it is fascinating. If I had a special talent or interest, I would
try to break a record too!"
Tan1ra Byrd saw the record
breaking craze differently:
"People are in a rush perhaps
because they believe the world
is ending," she said. "Then
there is boredom with things
that no longer hold the same
interest, so people are trying
new things to challenge and
entertain themselves.''
Onyi Atann10, a junior
public relations major believed
that the record breaking phenomenon was all about the
human ego, the need for recognition and fame. "That's all
there is to it," she said.
Malaysia is known for its
keenness for beating world
records. Sujartha Nair, who
works for the Malaysian Book
See RECORDS page A 10
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Free Trade Area: the Pros and Cons
By Sean Jackman
Hilltop Staff Writer
An old proverb reads, "Free
things aren't good. Good things
aren't free." In Cancun, as
America's trade zone talks
began on Nov. 17, many countries were still pondering
whether creating a Free Trade
Area of the Americas would be
in their best interest.
Of the 35 countries in the
Americas, 34 of them are currently in talks with the ain1 of
setting up a hemispheric free
trade area by 2005. A tariff-free
zone was a pet project of
President Bush senior and has
been embraced by President
Bush junior.
Cuba is the one country left
out of the agreement, since
trade is forbidden with the
country. However, after the
World Trade Organization

trade talks in Cancun, Mexico
collapsed in September, the
probabability of a true free
trade zone in the Americas
looks slim.
Shaton Sanderson, a senior
co1nputer science major, is not
perturbed by the apparent
demise of the trade zone.
"I think that the trade system that is presently in place
should remain as it is," she said.
"Although at first glance it may
seem as though this free trade
agreement will benefit all countries involved, in tl1e long run it
will probably result in self
employed Americans, such as
farmers, losing money. It may
also result in smaller countries
being taken over by a larger
country such as the United
States."
The two economic heavyweights of the region, USA and
Brazil, are at odds as to how the
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The Free ·Trade Area of Americas (FTAA) is ·
an international business deal that would
create the world's largest free market zone,
affecting 650 million people and $9 trillion in
c~pital. The participating countries are:
Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Bahamas,
· ·;· Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, •
Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominica, Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Grenada,
Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica,
•:· M~xico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, St.
. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, .St. Vincen.t and the
·: . Grenadines, Suriname, .Trinidad and Tobago,
· · · .:
United States, Uruguay and Venezuela.
system should be imple1nented.
Brazil realizes that in many
ways they will benefit from the
zone. For instance, the ren1oval

By Ria Marie Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer
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People of Dakar, Senegal have begun taking horse-drawn
taxis like these to beat rush hour car traffic.

taxis now in operation across
the city. The venture has also
proven worthwhile to businessmen seeking transport
for their goods across the capital. Sidi Sarr, a businessman,
told ilie BBC that, "The horse
carts are quicker, cheaper and
more reliable than taxis."
It has also become a stable source of income for a
number of unemployed people. Mbaye, who wakes early
each 1norning to capitalize on
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of trade barriers would enable
shoe manufacturers such as
See FREE TRADE page A 10

Dakar, Senegal Opts for Horse-drawn Taxis
A new horse and cart taxi
service in Dakar, Senegal has
passengers breathing easier
during the rush hour commute. The busy city bas introduced the new commuter system to deal with its increasingly heavy traffic and high
transport costs. The BBC's
Ebrima Sillah said that a 20minute journey can take more
than an hour during the city's
rush hour, a holdup which has
been frustrating commuters.
The carriage system has
provided relief as the horses
trod along paths instead of
the blocked streets to get
commuters to the city. Alhadj
!vibaye, a horse taxi operator,
told the BBC that, "The roads
are sometimes very busy so
we take the short cuts to get
home faster than the cars."
The mode of transport is also
cheaper and prevents overloading, as only three passengers can take the horse taxi at
a time.
Instituted three months
ago, tl1e carriage syste1n has
grown rapidly, with about 100

......
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the rush hour com1nute, said
that, "I an1 enjoying this very
much because people hire us
many times. It's a good source
of income for my family."
Keston Jacob, a junior
biology major, said that the
horse and cart taxi system
was a relatively good idea.
"Using a cleaner means of
transportation is always a
good option, but the horse
and cart systen1 may not be
applicable to all societies,

because it is a bit primitive."
He also said that bicycles are
becoming an increasingly
popular means of transport in
Europe. "Office executives in
Europe ride to work and the
infrastructure has accomn10dated this trend with large
parking facilities for the bicycles. If you could convince a
society tl1at the carriage system could work, then I am all
for it."
Shaka Julien, a senior
finance major, disagreed: ''I
prefer to have the convenience of technology, plus, an
idea like that would never
work in the US because there
are no road ways suited for
that kind of system. The
extreme weather conditions,
whether it is snow or extreme
heat will also have to be considered."
Robert Mitchell, a junior
biology major, said the system
should only be implemented
as a temporary measure. "It is
good, if it works for them
now, but upgrading to a mass
transit system, like railroads
or a bus system, should definitely be looked at."

Mugabe Email
Protestors
Arrested

Mobiles
for Blind
People

Fourteen people have been
arrested in Zimbabwe for circulating an e-mail calling for
pro'tests to oust President
Robert Mugabe, state media
reports.
The government-controlled
Herald newspaper says the email urged people to take part
in marches on Monday.
It is not clear how the
police found the e-mail but the
state security services have
been trying to acquire hi~htech snooping devices.
The 14 have all been
released on bail, the paper
reports.
The e-mail allegedly called
on people to take part in "violent demonstrations and strikes
to push Robert Mugabe out of
office."
It complained, among
other issues, of hyper-inflation,
high income tax, unemployment, shortages of goods and
services, and "propaganda on
the radio, TV and newspapers."

The
first
mobile
phone
designed specifically for blind and
partially sighted
people has gone on
show in the UK.
The phone is
made by a Spanish
company, Owasys pronounced oasis who hope to have
their 22C handset
on the UK market in
three montl1s' time.
It goes on sale in
Spain next week. It
has no visual display
at all but uses a
speech syntl1esizer to
read everything that
would
normally
appear on the screen.
As well as giving audio
feedback from button presses,
the 22C can send and receive
text messages and will speak
the name or number of incoming callers.

China Toughing
Stance on Drunk
Police

Egyptian

China has sacked 259
police officers this year for a
variety of offences including
drinking on duty and drunk
driving, state media has reported.
The Shanghai Daily said a
total of 587 officers were being
investigated after new rules
were imposed aimed at improving police behavior.
Fifteen inspection teams
are monitoring the police
nationwide, and the other
offences targeted are carrying
guns off duty and gambling.
The admission follows
growing domestic anger at incidents of police abuses, and
international conde1nnation of
the human rights record of
China's police.

Detention Centers

Accused of
Torture
Torture in Egyptian detention centers remains widespread and systematic, according to a report by the human
rights
group
Amnesty
International. The rPport
clain1s there were at least svven
cases in which detainees wen.
allegedly tortured to death last
year. It says refugees a nd people held by the security services
because of their sexual orientation are most at risk. The
human rights organization said
it had appealed to the Egyptian
authorities for years to end torture, and urged them to take
immediate and decisive s ep
to pre, cnt further ill-trl'at
ment.
Source: BBC Ne\\'S

Power to the Venezuelan People:

Signature Drive Set Up
to Oust Chavez
By Sean Jackman
Hilltop Staff Writer
In yet another turn in Venezuela's political jumble, different groups are trying to exercise their political right by holding
signature drives.
If you are unfamiliar with Venezuela's political turmoil,
here are the latest events. Left-wing Chavez was elected in 1998
and re-elected in 2000 on a wave of popular discontent with
decades of corrupt governments and economic decline. His
opposition groups are not satisfied with the methods he is using
to run the country, insisting that he is only furthering his power
over the Venezuelan oil industry and furthering his own needs.
Chavez himself has insisted that he will stay in power for many
years to come according to CNN News.
PIIO IO COl. Rl FW or I\ \I \H \ 11!,\VI t-,[Z•PARIS.C0\1
During anti-government protests in April of this year,
Venezuelan President, Hugo Chavez, has been in power
President Chavez was thought to have ordered his followers to
since 1998. His rule has been protested by many
open fire on defenseless protestors, killing at least 13 people.
Venezuelans, but Chavez is determined to stay in office.
Following this, President Chavez lost military support and a
successful coup was staged, leading to President Chavez's resig- Chavez still has an abundant amount of supporters. When his
nation.
opposition held the protest in June, his supporters held a
Two days later, amidst massive street protests, waning mil- march in his honor in several cities. They back his increased
itary support and an almost 50% reduction in oil production, spending on healthcare and education, claiming that he is the
interim leader, Pedro Carmona Estanga, resigned, handing over first Venezuelan President to work for the poor, who make up
the reigns to Vice President Diosdado Cabello. Though Cabello 80% of the Venezuelan population.
was sworn in as the President, he said he was simply waiting to
Since being reinstated, he has taken steps to defuse the
return the country to his ally, Chavez.
political and economic crisis. He has replaced controversial
President Chavez then resumed his presidential powers members of his cabinet, dropped his fiery rhetoric (calling his
with thousands of supporters singing the national anthem. opponents "squalid oligarchs") and created a national commisHowever, not two months later, he was faced again with a failed sion for dialogue.
protest, demanding his resignation before 2007, which is when
Craig Green, biology 1najor fro111 the University of
his term officially ends.
But with all the accusations aimed against him, President See CHAVEZ page A 10
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See ANSWERS page A 10
ACROSS
1. Recently resigned President
Shevardnadze of_ (7)
6. Lure (4)
9. First two letters of internet
addresses (2)
10. City of Festa della Nivola and
Italian Grand Prix (5)
12. Nairobi, capital of_ (5)
15. One who puts words to music
(6)
16. Absent without official leave (4)
18. Eclectic lower Manhattan area
that got its name from being south
of Houston Street (4)
20. Symbol for iron (2)
21. Color of NYC Subway's A/C/E
lines (4)
22. British bar (3)
24. Epidemic that started in China
last year and spread, killing nearty
800 people (4)
25. Twelfth letter of Greek alphabetµ (2)
27. University in NYs Greenwich
Village (3)
30. Opposite of out (2)
31. Vietnamese currency (4)
33. International Atomic Energy
Agency (4)
36. Cereal grass cultivated in

marshes (4)
37. Street of British PM's residence
since 1732 (7)

DOWN
2. Female sheep (3)
3. Possess (3)
4. Soy contracted in English (2)
5. Passages between roos of
seats (6)
6. Prohibit (3)
7. Seraphim are an order of_ (6)
8. Prime Minister Recep Tayyip
Erdogean of_ (6)
11. Symbol for lithium (2)
12. Region of conflict between
Pakistan and India (7)
13. Capital of Cameroon (7)
14. Expression of sympathy (2)
17. Joan _Arc (2)
19. Printer giant (2)
21. Center of sensation and of
intellectual and nervous activity (5)
23. Bring Your Own (3)
26. Prefix for one (3)
28. German for and (3)
29. Wortd's most famous clock: Big
_(3)
32. Green means_ (2)
34. Artificial Intelligence (2)
35. Attorney General (2)
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Budgeting Skills a Must-HaVe
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"Students should create budgets that they can manage."
Rosalie Jones, Bowie branch 1nanager of the Washington Savings
Bank, explained. ''Someti1nes budgeting money can get out of
It's Friday afternoon and sophomore psychology maJor hand because there is so n1any different places the money can
Elana Bouldin just got off of work, eager to start her weekend. go."
She can't wait to spend her paycheck.
A student should begin their buuget plan by first writing
She anticipates shopping at the mall, going to a
,
down all their 1nonthly expenses. Monthly expenses may
couple of clubs and dining out with friends . On \
/
include phone bills, groceries, rent, and credit card payments.
Monday, she has no money and doesn't know
_--.
It's also a good idea for the student to
where it all went so quickly. She realizes the time to
,,__~ ·
look at how much money they n1ake at
learn how to manage her 1noney has finally arrived.
their job, as well as any other source of
Having access to money gives the student L..-_:;:-:
.• I- L-....
incon1e. If more money is being spent
freedom, but can also cause consequences for
~~
than actually comes in, one should
he or she in the long run.
reevaluate their wants and needs.
With pockets full of n1oney, students are
~ ~
Many of students' wants are geared
able to buy anything they desire - clothes, cell
,. ~ If/_ •
towards entertainment such as the movies, shopping, and
phones and possibly a car. In addition to buying
I
·
eating out. For some students, these expenses are often
things they want, some students have to balance college loans, paid for by a credit card.
'
credit cards, checking and saving accounts. But if one isn't careMany students charge numerous credit cards and when the
ful, debt can creep up fast.
time comes to pay the bills off, they don't have the money.
One way to avoid debt is through budgeting. Budgeting while
See BUDGET page A 10
•
in college prepares students for the rest of their lives.

By Courtney Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer

,

By Theo Spencer
Contributing Writer
It seems like the older I get,
the more I notice the Christmas
season starting earlier and earlier. When I was a kid, the official Christmas shopping season
started
the
day
after
Thanksgiving.
Nowadays,
Christmas starts as soon as the
last trick-or-treater finds their
way to bed. Oh well, whether
you are a old-school "day after
Thanksgiving" or a new-school
"day after.Halloween" shopper,
here is n1y list of technology
"must
haves"
for
this
Ch1istmas.
1.

. ,.£

i

By Ashley Kelly
Business & Technology
Editor

Christmas Spending Up This Year

At this point, just about any
new computer will serve the
basic day-to-day needs of the
average Internet surfing, paper
writing and 1nusic burning student.
Furthermore,
this
Christmas will be the first in
which every major computer
manufacturer has a $400 or
less machine on the market.
Even though the $400 or less
computers use the lowest grade
processor on the market, something is better than nothing.

By Candace Lee
Contributing Writer

A Personal Digital
Assistant (PDA)

"Black Friday," known as
the day after Thanksgiving
when many Americans begin
their holiday shopping, will
traditionally mark the beginning of what could potentially
be the best shopping season,
monetarily, in four years.
Last year was the worst
holiday shopping season in a
decade due to the weak economy, unstable job market and
threat of war. Holiday shopping fell 11 percent to $113 bil-

What is a PDA? A PDA is a
small handheld computer that
synchronizes ,vi.th your personal computer. If you are always
on the go, you can download
your e-n1ail or your appointment calendar to your PDA and
read them away from your
computer. You 1nay know what
a PDA is from its more popular
na1ne,
the Palm Pilot.
Technically, the Paln1 Pilot is a
PDA
1nade
by
Palm
Incorporated. Because Palm
practically invented the PDA,
the name Palm Pilot stuck.

lion,
according
to
ShopperTrak, which tracks
retail sales.
Sales for the approaching
ChristJnas season are expected
to exceed last year's by 5.7 percent, which would be the
largest increase since 1999,
with the average consumer
spending about $672 on gifts
and decorations, according to
the
National
Retail
Federation's 2003 Holiday
Consumer Intentions and
Actions Survey that was
released last 1nonth.
Low interest rates, infla-

tion, union bonuses and recent
tax cuts are a few of the reasons
being credited for the boost in
spending.
While this amount seems
steep for the budget of an average college student, Stephanie
Holland, a junior advertising
student, said that it does not
seem outrageous.
"Although I tend to exceed
my personal budget when it
comes to Christmas shopping,
I don't spend hundreds of dollars, but my mom probably
does," Holland said.
Holiday gift buying is the
leading category that consumers overspend on annually,
according to the In Charge
Institute of An1erica, a nonprofit personal-finance education and credit-counseling
group. A survey co1nmissioned by the group also indicated that 75 percent of people ages 18 to 29 are likely
to overspend this season.
Other students, like
Tyrone Jack, a junior graphic

design major, thought the estimated a1nount was ridiculous.
"I definitely will not be
spending anywhere near $672
this Christmas and I can't
imagine any
one person
spending that much unless
they ha'-·e small children," Jack
said.
While the outlook for the
approaching season looks optimistic, the weak job market.
high energy prices and geopolitical concerns are still issues
concerning retailers, according
totheNRF.

Tips for Stock Market Rookies

3.MP3 Player
Do you like music? If you
love to listen to music, you have
to get a MP3 player. For those
of you not familiar with MP3, it
is a compression standard for
digital n1usic. Although MP3
files are compressed, when
played, they sound indistinguishable from the original.
Unlike CD players, MP3 players
have no moving parts so you
don't have to worry about your
music skipping. Some of the
newer MP3 players are combined with my next wish list
iten1.

4 . USBDrive
Universal Serial Bus (USB)
drives are the newest craze in
storage media. If you purchased a computer within the
last three years, it probably has
a few USB ports for connecting
See LIST page A 10

Diva ,
Shops for
Christmas
Gifts

'J.

A New Computer

2.

·~ ·

---t

By Courtney Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer
Sophomore finance major Akinseye
Akinola has always been interested in
investing in the stock market, but like
many students, he does not know how.
Investing in stock is one option for
students who want to invest in their
future. The stock market plays a vital
role in the operation of the American
economic system. Many companies sell
stock to raise funds for improvements
and expansion. However, some students are unsure of the stocks they
should buy.
"I recommend student investors
seeking advisement from an investment
firm," said Jesse Walton, a stockbroker
at Smith Barney investment firm .
"Another option is to set up an online
account through a con1pany like Etrade, therefore you can manage your
own account."
In order to invest in the stock n1arket, it is recommended that students
first educate then1selves on the market

by researching compan ies on the
Internet or talking to experienced
investors .
"I strongly recommend student
investors to seek help from an advisor,
during the beginning stages of the
investment process,'' Walton said.
If one chooses to pick companies on
their own, Walton advises students to
look for a few key characteristics in
their company.
"Buy a con1pany you are comfortable with by name - they are a name
you know," he said. "The con1pany
should be monopolistic in what they
do, a leader in their industry." Soft
drink giant Coca-Cola and hardware
supplier Home Depot are examples of
monopolistic companies.
Walton also advises picking a compan) that has good earning potential.
After all, the goal of a student investor
is to buy stock, hold it for a period of
time, and then eventually sell t he stock
for more than it was purchased for.
When one purchases stock in a
con1pany, they are actually purchasing

an ownership stake in that co1npany. If
a con1pany's profit rises, then the stuSee STOCK page A 10

Cell Phones Getting Smaller With More Options
By Camille Jordan
Contributing Writer
Cell phones and the latest
gadgets around Howard's campus are as prevalent as
Christian Dior bags and throw
back jerseys. So, it's only fitting
that students keep up with the
latest technological advances in
the cell phone world.
Due to the fact that there
are many cell phone carriers to
choose from, all of which are

more or less providing tl1e same
phone technology, it's often difficult for the consumer to select
one that fits his or her style and
budget.
Nextel is one of the popular
cell phone car riers, known for
their sleek, stylish appeal and
heavy-duty durability. One of
their sought-after models is the
i95cl, which offers an LCD color
display, downloadable ring
tones, wallpapers, and games at
a price of about $300.

In fact, Nextel is the only
wireless carrier to provide this
service, along witl1 their unlimited Direct Connect service,
which allows customers to talk
to another Nextel custon1er via
walkie talkie.
Cingular Wireless has
announced that they will be one
of the companies who will be
switching to a faster and more
efficient type of digital technology in order to c01npete with
other carriei;s who have already

transposed their service.
Jason Clark, a Cingular representative, said the company is
in the transitional period of
switching fro1n the first digital
technology, which is TDMA, to
GSM, which happens to be the
standard application of digital
service for the rest of the world.
GSM is geared towards
online access in the form of text
messaging, e-mail, and data
See PHONES page A 10
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The thick blanket o
snow that covers Diva's
neighborhood is not
enough to keep her from
the n1all. Except this time,
she is going to the mall
\vi.th other people's wants
in mind besides her 0\\.'11.
It's Christmas time
and Diva is trying to turn
over a new leaf. Every
year around this time her
mother gives her an early
Christinas present of
$300 to pay off her credit
card bills. To a normal
credit card holder this
would be significant, but
this amount of money will
still leave Diva's credit in
shambles.
"I know I'm supposed
to use this to pay off all my
credit cards, but why not
use this money to b uy gifts
for others?" Diva asks herself as she enters the 1nall.
"Jingle Bells. Jingle
Bells. Jingle all the way," a
Salvation Army volun teer,
sings as she tries to get
diva to put money in her
candy apple red container.
It's almost Christmas
why not give u little?
When ,Diva says a little, she definitely 1neans a
little.
Pulling out a thick
wad of money, Diva waits
until the change falls out
and hands the w01nan a
nickel.
This heifel' walks in
here with he,· hair all
done up with manicured
na ils to match and all she
can give is a measly nickel?
Shame.
Shame.
Shame.
"I don't know why
she's looking at me all
crazy. I have to save my
money to shop for my
family," Diva mutters.
While
walking
through the mall , she
notices Baby Phat's latest
crea1n leather pants.
"Whoa those arc hot,"
Diva says before pressing
her nose against the window to get a closer look.
"They even have slits at
the bottom. It won't h urt
to go and price them."
Diva walks into the
store and grabs the pricetag.
One hundred bucks,
that's not bad. I'll still
have $200 left over fo r
my family.
After purchasing the
pants, she heads for the
door
in search
Christmas gifts.
Diva still has to buy
gifts for her two sisters
and parents.
The gigantic wr eaths
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Alum Opens Third Bed and Breakfast in D.C.
By Ayesha Rascoe
Contributing Writer
Howard alum and former editor-in-chief of Essence Magazine
Monique Greenwood and husband Glenn P0gue opened the doors
to Akwaaba D.C. Bed and Breakfast, a r enovated 1920s
Brownstone, last month.
This grand opening marked just another one of the many
accomplishments of Greenwood, who is a publisher, author, and
businesswoman.
Located on 16th St.. Akwaaba D.C. is Greenwood's third inn,
including Akwaaba Mansion located in the historic Stuyvesant
Heights section of Brooklyn, New York and Akwaaba by the Sea
located in Cape May, New Jersey.
"It's like a homecoming party," Greenwood said about opening
up the bed and breakfast in her ho1nctown. "It certainly is a wonderful support network having family and long-term friends in the
area who can help me out in a pinch as I commute back and forth
between New York and D.C."
Alison B.ethel, the Washington bureau chief of The Detroit
News, attended the grand opening of Akwaaba D.C. Bethel, who
also attended Howard, was impressed with the new inn.
"I an1 very proud of [Greenwood] as an alum," Bethel said.
"[The inn] is beautifully laid out in a gorgeous area."
Akwaaba D.C. has five floors and eight guest rooms, each with

its own private bathroom. Embracing a literary theme, each roon1
is named after a prominent African A.tnerican author, such as Toni
Morrison, or is dedicated to a particular literary genre, such as
Romance. The bed and breakfast also features a self-contained
apartlnent suite called the writer's retreat.
"[The writer's retreat) is where authors can come and work on
their craft at no expense for two weeks," Greenwood said.
According to Greenwood, the demand for the writer's retreat has
been great, but there are certain guidelines a person must 1neet to
use the apartment.
"The guidelines are sin1ply that you have to have a book con~ract with a publishing house, or if you are a self-published author,
you have to have done so before," Greenwood explained.
For authors without a contract who have never been published, Greenwood is having an online contest in which competitors can send in samples of their work. Three winners will be chosen and will gain use of the retreat.
Akwaaba literally means "welcome" in a language spoken in
Ghana, and that is the way Greenwood tries to 1nake her guests
feel. Howard journalism professor Yanick Lamb, who was the first
person to occupy Akwaaba's writer's retreat, has experienced this
first hand.
"I saw her interact with guests," Lamb said. "She's very atten-

By Byron Stewart
Contributing Write_r
Almost every year the sale of
Timberland boots goes up in units
sold and in money received.
Despite other companies producing an identical boot for a cheaper
price, college students look for the
tree on the side.
"I believe that every male
should ex-perience having a pair of
wheat Timberlands. It's a necessity to every closet," Jarius Howe, a
freshman music business major
said.
But 111ales are not the only
fans ofTin1berland boot,;.
"I like Ti1nberland boots,
despite the high prices," Queshia
Bradley, a sophomore international business major said.
"Timberland boots are like an
investment with the intent oflasting for a long time. Timberland is
the best boot around."
Tunberland's story began in
1918,
in
Boston,
where
Timberland founder, Nathan
Swartz, began as an apprentice
stitcher. In 1952, he bought half
an interest in The Abington Shoe
Company.
Soon after this, Swartz and

This is Monique Greenwood's third bed and breakfast, but
first in the D.C area.

Prediction Program Revived
By Candace Lee
Contributing Writer

leather/fabric Field Boot that usually sells for about $125.
Timberland's waterproof wheat
Nubuck Classic 6" boot style sells
for about $145 at retail price.
Many Howard students
choose
not to
purchase
Timberland boots because of the
company's high prices.
"I feel that Timberland boots
are too expensive and are hard to
keep up with. Timberland is constantly coming out with a new
style, it's hard to keep up with the
latest ones," Lewis Spears, a junior mathematics major, said.
"Also, it takes a lot to keep
Timberlands fresh. You got to buy
water repellent, a brush, and boot
cleaner. I like Timberlands, but
sometimes they're not worth it."
Jahdai Dawes, a sophomore
physical therapy 1najor, agrees
with Spears.
"For many of the fellow Bison
here on campus, the shoes of
choice are Timberland boots, but I
like Dr. Marten's. To merely say
they are comfortable is an understatement," Jahdai ex-plained.
'The prices are also reasonable. I
have three pair and all together
they still cost less than one pair of
Tinlberland boots."
Last year, Sports Zone on
Georgia Avenue sold more than
150,000 units of the boot. This
year, however, the store has sold

A shelved project originally called the Futures Markets
Applied
to
Prediction
(FutureMAP) was revived and
revised last week.
The plan, originally created in association with the
Pentagon's Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency
(DARPA), would have allowed
investors to bet small amounts
of money on the probability of
specific events occurring in the
Middle East.
Assassinations or election
results are examples of two
possible topics.

..
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State Farm is there.®
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the amount of oil that will be
sold.
The U.S. government will
not be involved in the new plan
to launch this project.
"I can't believe that an
original plan was even considered like that. If they'd kept the
original plan, how would we
know that people weren't paying to have certain people
assassinated just to get more
money," radio, television and
film major Maki.a Kan1bon
said.
More official information
about the project will be available in December.

( Postinflammatory Hyperpigmentation)
Because of Acne?

Are yo 18 years or older?
You may be ·eligible to participate in a study on
the treatment of Postinflammatory
Hyperpigmentation
By Doctors at the Dennatology Department at Howard

University Hospital
Location:

Max James, LUTCF
2301 Georgia Avenue NW Ste R
Washington, DC
202-3 1 9-0005

Public criticism forced the
Pentagon to withdraw its association with the project and
forced a reconsideration on the
terms made by the original creators of the project.
CNN reported that Sen.
Carl Levin of Michigan said
that as reports surfaced about
the plan, "our first reaction was
that it was a hoax."
The new revised plan, the
Policy A.tlalysis Market (PAM),
was revived by Net Exchange,
one of the original companies
that started it The plan, which
will begin in the spring, will not
include bets on violent events,
but focus on more positive or
neutral events such as bets on

Do You Have Dark Spots on Your Face

See BOOT page A 10

Then look to your good nei~hbor
State Farm® agent. Through an
unbeatable alliance with
Fortis Health*, I'm offering flexible
and affordable insurance coverage.
If that's what
you' re looking
for, come see
me today:

· -.
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See BED page A 10

Timberland Sales
Stay Solid Despite
~ Competition
his
sons
introduced
an inject i o n molding
technology to the
footwear industry.
With this technology, the Swartz
family fused soles to leather
uppers without stitching, and produced one of the first waterproof
boots.
In 1973, Timberland started
as the brand name for original
waterproof leather boots. The
boots became so popular that the
company name was officially
changed to The Timberland
Company. Today The Timberland
Company is represented worldwide.
According to Timberland's
annual report last year, the company's revenue increased by 1 percent to $1.2 billion. The earnings
per share fell 11 percent to $2.36
million because of work stoppage
at Western U.S. ports as well as
record-breaking numbers in
2001. However, during the second half of 2002, Tinlberland
earned the highest revenue in its
history.
The target age range for
Timberland boots is between the
ages of 16 and 35. These consumers make up more than half of
the company's sales. Timberland's
most popular boot is the wheat
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Dermatology Department
Howard University Hospital
2041 Georgia Ave NW
Washington DC 20060

COST: There is no cost to participate
For more information, please call (202) 865-6725
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Participants will be compensated for their time
The Hilltop
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Cross World Puzzle Solutions
ANSWERS from A 7

ACROSS
1. Georgia
6. Bait

9. WW
10. Milan
12. Kenya
15. Singer
16. AWOL
18. Soho

20. Fe
21. Blue

22. Pub
24. SARS
25. Mu
27. NYU
30. In
31. Dong
33. IAEA
36. Rice
37. Downing

DOWN
2.Ewe

3. Own
4. I'm
5. Aisles
6. Ban
7. Angels
8. Turkey
11. Li
12. Kashmir
13. Yaounde
14.Aw
17. Of
19. HP
21. Brain
23. BYO
26. Uni
28. Und
29. Ben
32. Go
34.AI
35.AG

Ti berland Sales FTAA International Deal
Still Thriving
FREE TRADE from Al

struction or just for casual wear,"
said Anderson. "Timberland conroughly half that mnnber. Nike's tinues to produce boots year
new boot is tal<ing a lot of sells round, enabling them to lower
away from Timberland in this the prices as opposed to Nike who
area,
Sports
Zone sells the boots and discontinues
Founder/!vlanager
Brian th,e boot, in order to bring it back
Anderson said. However, he out to sell at full price."
Because Timberland sells
believes that this will not affec~
boots year round, they are able to
Timberland in the long run.
"I think that Tin1berland will discount the price of their boots
be around forever. Ni1<e boots are on a seasonal basis. Regardless of
more popular now, but the high prices of Timberland
Timberland will always have a boots, it seems students will condemand whether it is for con- tinue to buy them.

BOOT fromA9

Breaking World Records
RECORDS from A6

of Records, explained that the
record-breaking trend was
fuelled in part by "Prime
Minister
Dr.
Mahathir
Mohamad who encouraged
several of the country's recordbreaking events. He even turns
up to some of the attempts
himself," Nair said.
Malaysia even has a show
called "Malaysia Boleh," or
"Malaysia Can," a satire of the
"Bolehwood" award ceremony,
which highlights Malaysia's

L.-

record breaking list.
Jo Kukathas, co-author of
the show, said they had "the
tallest flag poles, the tallest
buildings, longest bridge...
Then of course we go from the
sublime to the ridiculous. We
have the world's largest park...
the longest buffet line on the
beach... the world's biggest
lemang (rice cooked in bamboo), among others," she said.
The individual who currently holds the most Guinness
World Records is Ashrita
Furman. He h llds the records

for, among other things, "backwards cycling, long-distance
pogo-stick jumping, most
glasses balanced on the chin,
most hop-scotch games in 24
hours, fastest time to pogostick up the CN Tower, and
most skips over a skipping rope
in 24 hours."
As the Keeper of the
Records, it is only fitting that
the Guinness Book of World
Records is a record breaker in
its own right as the world's best
ever selling copyright.

Alpargatas, who currently pay
12.5 percent per shoe, to be
more competitive in tl1e U.S.
market. The same can be said of
fruit growers, sugar producers,
textile manufacturers and a
host of other industries who
would love to enter a greater
market without the penalty
associated with taxes. The same
holds true for the U.S. and
other countries.
However, there are negative
aspects of opening up the zone
for free trading. Financial services, pension providers, health
and education services in Brazil
could be could be taken over by
United States' companies, putting Brazilians out of business.
On the other end, tl1e U.S.
would be forced to eliminate the
export subsidies to tl1eir farmers, which enable them to supply cheap agricultural proqucts
on the world market. With the
subsidies gone, the opportunity
arises for other nations to provide agricultural products at
competitive prices, driving

USB devices.
A USB drive acts like a disk
drive and fits in to any USB port.
Because the drive is so small, it is
often compared to the size of a
pen, thus they are sometimes
referred to as pen drives.
The beauty of a USB drive is
that they are universally recognized between PCs and Apple

computers. They are small and
can store a lot of information
more reliably than a 3.5 inch
floppy or a Zip Drive. Better yet,
every computer
in
the
Information Lab has a USB drive
so you never have to worry about
whether your computer has a
drive to save your ·work.
If you like my technology
wish list and you want more
information on these products,

read my column next semester
for in-depth product reviews and
information on finding great
technology deals. Until next
semester, be safe over the holiday season.

Theo Spencer can be
1·eached at theo.spence1·
@consultspencer.com.

The Keys to Money Ma11agement
BUDGET from AB

"Stay away from credit
cards, they are definitely a burden," Jones said. "Once you
charge on them you then have
to find money to pay them off."
"Deciding what's more
important can be hard," sophomore music major Samuel
Buck said. "Buying the new
pair of $200 sneakers or paying my phone bill is a problem
I am faced with every month."
A good way for students to
keep their money is by placing
it into a savings account.
"It is a good idea to open a

low-cost savings accouPt,"
Jones said. "Each person will
be able to allow themselves a
certain amount of money to
spend, and leave the rest in the
account.·•
Opening
a
checking
account is another option.
When one opens a checking account. they receive a
check card that allows them to
make purchases at their own
discretion.
However, Jones warns
those who opt for a check card.
"When using a check/debit
card, keep track of tl1e money
being taken out. Sometimes we
lose track and keep swiping.

Before we realize it, the
account is overdrawn," she
said.
"I strongly recon1mend
using cash as much as possible,
therefore you see tl1e money
actually being spent," Jones
added.
For college students it
seems difficult to manage their
money because of so many
temptations.
"I think it is necessary to
prioritize the permanent from
th!! temporary," senior biology
major Marlette Jones said.
"Think what is more important
now than later."

More Options for Cell Phone Users
PHONES from AB

files, and will allow for more
types of data services. At the
moment, Cingular offers several phones that are both TDMA
and GSM co1npatible. Among
them are the Sony Ericsson
T62U and the Nokia 634oi,
offering the widest coverage
possible.
In keeping with the advent
of wireless proficiency, AT&T
has introduced a feature called
Mmode. Available on many of
AT&T's new generation of
phones, Mmode allows one to
find friends, access his or her
office online, and preview the
latest music. The "find friends"
tool enables the consumer to
view the locations of friends
and family who have the same
Mmode plan and set up a meet-

AlO

ing place and tin1e.
Verizon's camera phone by
LG, several Sprint phone models, T Mobile, and AT&T's Sony
Ericsson P8oo have all stepped
up to the plate by keeping up
with fast approaching trends
and cellular phone advances of
tomorrow. It seems that everywhere one turns, there is yet
another camera phone being
placed on the market.
As if photographic technology weren't enough, hand held
devices and PDAs are becoming
increasingly popular among
business executives and students.
These n1ini con1puters supply any and every need one can
think of, with services ranging
from detailed billing, extensive
data entry, and international
dialing.

Services included witl1 this
device are built-in paging, conference calling, international
dialing, e-mail, detailed billing,
and many others. The
Blackberry 7230 offers a secure
method for sending and receiving corporate e-mail. This
handheld uses the largest
GSM/GPRS network and covers more than 9,000 North
American cities and over 100
countries.
Thus far, Americans have
lived through tl1e era of pagers
and beepers, to cell phones that
look as if they can control televisions, to smaller cell phones
that can fit in pants pockets.
One can only wonder what
the future of the cell phone
industry entails.

Developing nations are poised
to benefit from this opportunity
and ,-vill probably prefer to
reach an agreement on the
U.S.'s terms rather than run the
risk of seeing talks disintegrate.
This desire to increase trade
with the United States, places
other nations such as Brazil in a
tight spot.
Taneya Rogers, a stvdent at
South Carolina University,
belives that all consequences
should be weighed.
"The zone could prove to be
very beneficial to the countries
involved in the short run," she
said. "However, it may tum out
to be devastating to smaller
developing countries in the long
run. "
Witl1 the slump in the world
economy in the past few years,
econo1nists tlunk that a new
trade deal would boost economic growth. The deal would also
help in lifting hundreds of thousands of people out of poverty.
Only tilne will tell whether the
governments are able to co1ne
to a consensus on how the zone
should be run, if at all.

Venezuelan Opposition to
Chavez Collecting Signatures
CHAVEZ from Al

2003 Technology Wish List
LIST from AB

some of the farmers out of business.
Other companies, such as
pharmaceutical
companies,
were also worried about having
their formulae used by local
producers in South America,
,-vith the cheap replica of drugs
then being available throughout
the hemisphere.
The solution put forth by
Brazil, on behalf of the South
American countries, involved
having an agreen1ent which
- covered some goods, and then
having individual countries opting out of the agreement on
goods which affect them. The
problem with this is that the
area is no longer a free trade
area since countries have the
alternative to opt out for c~rtain
goods. With enough special case
opt-outs,
the
agreement
becomes meaningless.
The U.S. is still trying to
create a comprehensive agreement, and so the attitude of the
other South American governments will determine whether
Brazil follows suit or becomes a
wrench
1n
the
wheel.

Washington, thinks that,"... all
political figures will have support as well as opposition.
What remains to be seen is how
he handles the situation and
whether he focuses on the real
issues at hand, rather than trying to thwart his opponents.''
Despite these changes, his
opposition remains adamant
that he has accumulated dictatorial powers during his five
years in power. Their signature
drive, which runs from
November 29 to December 1,
will seek a recall referendum
on his presidency next year.
Meanwhile, his supporters are
planning a signature drive,
running fron1 November 21 to
24, to recall votes against 38

opposition lawmakers who
Chavez has accused of betraying voters.
To add to the excitement,
one right wing opposition
group Bloque Democratico, has
called for civil disobedience
after the signature drive.
President Chavez has chastised
this group and has urged those
participating in the drive not to
falsify results or provoke violence. During his weekly TV
and radio program, he reiterated, "Venezuelans, let's give
another de1nonstration of
civic-mindedness, of democratic will, of respect for each
other so we can coexist peacefully.'' He has however lauded
the petition drives, calling
them historic as they will mark
the first time that Venezuelans
would have used tl1eir "den10-

cratic right to collect signatures
to
demand
something."
Despite this, he has previously
warned those planning to sign
against hi1n that their names
would be recorded and remembered.
Paul DeCoteau, a Howard
psychology major, saw these
actions as, ·•... a desperate
measure to... influence the
weak-minded to not sign. He
seems to be a coward, abusing
and hiding behind his
Presidential power and I hope
that the recall revokes his
Presidency.''
We can only wait until
Dece1nber to find out whether
the opposition signature drive
will be successful in ousting the
President for tood or if hr will
indeed stay in power for "mant
years to cotne".

Student Stock Market Tips
STOCK from AB

dent would share in those
profits. If the company's
profits plunge, so does the
price of the student's stock.
For this reason, the stock
market leaves some students
uneasy.
"Losing money is a big
risk, but if I put some money
aside in the bank and put
some aside that I can afford
to lose in the stock 1narket,
then I will have something to
fall back on," senior radiotelevision-film major Adriel
Wood said.
It is important to invest

money that isn't
going to be needed for e1nergencies
or
dail)
expenses,
but
instead
money
that can be risked.
Prices in the
stock market rise
and fall daily, but
it is the stock
buyer's hope that
in future years,
the stock will
beco1ne
much
1nore
valuable
than the price at
which it was purchased.

r11oroCOLRll·WOl 'sl\l.l l>l

Many students are interested in making
money from the stock market.

New Haven for Writers Opened
BED fromA9

tive and likes to make people
feel at home, and she makes a
good breakfast." Greenwood
even went out to pick up medicine for Lamb one night when
she was not feeling very well.
Making guests feel comfortable is one of the things
that Greenwood likes most
about her job.
"I enjoy creating an experience for the guests that will be
life enriching," Greenwood
explained. "I've had guys come
that want to propose to their

The Hilltop

queens [at my inns] and I help
the1n to set the romantic stage
for that.. .! really enjoy that."
One of the challenges that
Greenwood has faced as an
entrepreneur is finding good
employees.
"I think the greatest challenge is really finding a great
staff that's going to support
your vision and really treat the
business as if it were theirs,
understanding and respecting
the fact that it is not,"
Greenwood explained.
Graduating from Howard
in 1981, Greenwood advises

young people to beco1nc entrepreneurs so they can take control of their own destinies.
Being an entrepreneur according to Greenwood, however, is
not easy.
"[Being an entrepreneur]
takes patting yourself on your
own back when things are not
going quite well, but you can
reassure yourself that you still
have everything you need to
soar, and that you need to go
ahead and try," Greenwood
said.
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Hard Work Pushes Wiggins The Roles of Women in War
DINNER from A 1

"I was not an 'A' student
while at Howard," he confessed. "But I worked hard and
I knew what I wanted to
accomplish in life. I wasn't
going to let anything get in the
way of my
dreams."

Upon ·completion of his
studies at Howard, Wiggins
enjoyed
tremendous success as a
sales
representative
and
account manager at the Xerox
Corporation. Nonetheless, his
real success came in 1996,
when he and two other fellow
employees created The Parin
Group, which provides document
processing equipment to
the greater DC area.
The Parin Group became
one of DC's most successful
young companies, exceeded $3
million in revenue in 1998.
Wiggins' has not accepted

his already decorated career,
but has further garnered the
respect of the DC area by
founding
Professionals
Organized With Educational
Resources (POWER), a mentoring program that provides
much-needed
academic
enrichment and development
for DC's public schools.
Scholarship
winner
Clayton Benn, a graduate student at Howard said that the
evening was littered with pleasantries, not the ieast of which
was a delectable menu.
"I must give great kudos to
the School of Business. They
have done an excellent job here
tonight and it is really exciting
for me, Benn said. "The organization was top notch, the food
was superb, the company was
great and the speakers were
perfectly selected."
The guest list ranged from
the Dean of the School of
Business Samuel Paschallto
HUSA representatives.
Felina Mohammed was

also awarded a scholarship on
the evening, and both she and
Benn collected their awards
in1mediately after Wiggins'
inspirational concoction of
words. Mohammed, as well as
Benn, hails from the twin
island
state of Trinidad and
Tobago, and while commenting
on her excitement she agreed
that the evening was a great
closure to the week of events
and the business conference
that the School of Business
held.
"The evening was very well
organized and it goes to show
that the School of Business is a
great part of our
Howard family," Howard
University Student Association
(HUSA) Vice-president Faith
L. Walls said. "We were pleased
that quite a few members of
HUSA were able to the attend
events all week and this is a
nice close to its success."

results."

CONCERT from A4

Come."

After the benediction,
president Kira Houston invited former HUCC members to

why they were selected.
"FAMU came in 3rd place
in Charlotte's battle of the band
earlier in the year, and North
Carolina A&T won the battle of

Eleanor LeCain holds the
idea that every person on the
earth must be willing to work as
a single unit to ensure the survival of the human race.
"We can either destroy ourselves as a species or we can
join together," LeCain said.
"We need to learn to live
together or die together, and
this generation can turn it
around."
LeCain believes that the
next election could be the most

important one in the history of
the United States.
"We must get someone wh o
will better represent the aspects
of America's nature," LeCain
said.
Janel Kasper-Wolfe, who
recently
attended
the
Conference for Women's
Empowerment in Iraq, spoke
about her visit.
"Women are organizing
around peace and must actively
be involved in [their] futures
and their own regions," KasperWolfe said. "They are continuing to organize despite the
uncertainty of Iraq's future."

Choir Reaches Out to Students

"The Presence of the Lord,"
and "The Best Is Yet To

BATTLE from A 1

join the choir to sing one last
song titled "The Storm Is
Passing Over."
"It was truly a worship
experience," said junior inte-

rior design major Alexis
Brown. "The choir was a lot
bigger than last year and it
was good to see the students
come out and support them."
Houston believes that the
choir has definitely grown and
that their ministry is reaching
out to the students on campus.
"As a ministry we have
grown and we hope that our
growth is apparent in our

ministry," Houston said. "Our
goal is not to put on a
Broadway show, but to minister the word of God to the
people on this campus."
Director Khadijah Kirby
agrees.
"Our purpose is to let people on campus see God
through us and through our
ministry in song. This ministry is deeply needed here,"
Kirby said. "God's hand is definitely on this campus and
because of that Howard is a
blessed school."

Students May Need More Luck
than Experience to Land a Job

the bands, with Howard in 2nd
place," AlvetaAddison, sponsor

of the band sorority Tau Beta
Sigma, said. "Neither North
Carolina A&T nor Howard were

JOB from At
PHOTO COURTEST OF HOWARD.EDU

was during the band directors,
presidents and commissioners
voting that Howard lost.
"The voting of the presidents and commissioners
should not be worth as much.
How much do presidents and
commissioners of universities
know about marching bands?
Addison said. "How many performances do the presidents
and commissioner go to each
year? By including this vote
Honda is giving a vote to persons who are not knowledgeable about marching bands,
creating an impartial, unintelligent vote."
Suggestions have been
made in order to limit the
impartiality of voting.
"Honda needs to change
the criteria for voting. Fifty percent should be based upon fan
voting and the other 50 percent

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.IMAPPLORG

should be split up between the
commissioners, presidents,
and band directors," John
Newson, head band director for
Howard University said. "The
process is inclusive allowing for
a wider range of people to
vote."

Newson said that although
the band was not selected this
year, they will look at the positives and prepare for next year.
"I believe that we deserved
to go to the invitational showcase, our season can speak for
itself," Wesley Steele, a freshman music business major
said. "At least now people will
recognize Showtime when they
hear our name."

been looking for a job all
summer and fall with no luck.
I'm going to school so that I
can be better prepared to
compete with my peers with a
stronger degree."
Many graduates are
adopting options like Ferb"bs
and seeking higher education
and professional school. The
Association of American
Medical Colleges reports that
medical school applicants
have increased for the first
time in seven years.
There is also a 10 percent
increase in law school appli-

cants after the eighteen percent boom in 2002.
Jaida Bender, former
marketing major, could not
find a job in the marketing
field and is now preparing to
take the LSAT at the end of
the fall.
"Law school was always in
the back of my mind, and now
that I'm working at a job that
doesn't challenge me, law
school is looking better and
better every day," Bender
said.
According to the NACE,
employers expect to hire 12. 7
percent more graduates in the
2003-2004 class than 20022003. Jobs in customer serv-

ice, retail, and restaurant

services are expecting to hire
22 percent more college graduates than last year.
Goldman
&
Sachs
recruiter
and
Howard
University Alum, Rhomesha
Williams, said that communication skills matter in the
opinion of employers.
"We love to higher new
graduates, but we are also
looking for those in the top of
the class and those students
who are well rounded,"
Williams said.
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Diva's Christmas Shopping Day
that hang from the tall ceiling
of Macy's remind Diva of the
scarf she planned to get her
mother.
I think a plum scarf would
look sassy on mother. I hope
they are having a sale.
Notice that Diva only shops
on a budget when she is buying
things for others. Attempting to
buy a scarf for her mother is a
big leap from last years' present, which was a box of noth•
1ng.
Before she reaches the
accessories section she spots a
pair of earrings that catch her
eye.
"Those are beautiful," Diva
says as she stares at the earrings through the glass display,

not bring a solution that is good
for them."
Bigombe also shed light on
the fact that a continued
increase in the HIV/AIDS rate
is prevalent throughout warridden areas because of the
high level of sexual attacks.
Wangari Nyanjui, a graduate student, views the grassroots organizations as way for
the women to face their problems.
"I like the idea of women
waging peace. Women organi-

Do," "I Need You To Survive,"

•

X-mas from AB

zations provide sociological and
psychological
support,"
Nyanjui said. "Women are
•
coming up with tangible

made their grand entrance.
Shouts of "Hallelujah!" and
"You better sing choir!" could
be heard throughout the congregation as the choir beautifully performed "Lord You
Are Good," "Praise Is What I

Both Howard and NC A&T Absent
from Honda Battle of the Bands Ticket

invited to this showcase. I feel
that a lot of bands were overlooked during this process."
"I believe that since this is
FAMU's last year in the MEAC,
their future absence played a
big part in their selection,"
·Josh Saleem, a sophomore
political science major, said.
"This showcase gives fans their
last opportunity to see them
perform, but they really did not
deserve to be invited."
The voting process is based
upon
three
components.
Thirty-three percent of the vote
comes from online fan voting;
thirty-three percent comes
from the commissioners of the
four conferences and school
band presidents; the last thirtythree percent comes from the
band directors of the schools.
The Commissioners, presidents
and band directors are not
allowed to vote for their own
school.
At the end of the online
surveying Howard University
was in first place in the MEAC
conference with fan voting. It

WOMEN from A4

"I have to have them."
shopping for friends and famiAfter Diva purchases the ly, do just that; shop for
$75 earrings, she exits Macy's friends and family. Do not
forgetting about her mother's be selfish like Diva and spend
scarf.
all your money on yourself.
Three stores later Diva is
It's a wonderful thing to
back to her old ways. Her pock- buy gifts for others as long as
ets are once again empty and you do not exceed your budget.
her hands full of shopping
Above all else, remember
that Christmas is a time of givbags.
I bought some pretty hot ing and not merely receiving.
threads today. A girl has to
treat herself every once in a
Dedicated to TW and CT. I
while. I really had every inten- appreciate the column input.
tion of getting my family gifts
Thanks to everyone who
this year, but I really needed
those leather pants, gold ear- reads my column every other
rings, ivory turtleneck and week. Diva's adventures will
those copper boots from Nine continue next semester, but for
now, if you have any ideas
West.
e-mail
me
at
Besides my mother should please
have given me more money to orangeso7@aol.com.
spend.
This season when you go
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WHEN:

DECEMBER 1-5 FROM 12-8PM
(with a break from 2-2.·30)

WHERE: BLACKBURN CENTER-MUSIC LISTENING ROOM
( BASEMENT OF BLACKBURN CENTER)

COST:

$15.00-CASH
THIS IS THE LAST CHANCE FOR 2003!

Bison \ earbook
(202) 806-7870
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FAMU is the Favorite
While Howard Flies
Under the Radar

Bison Men Just
Miss Tourney
Championship

By Zachary Kenworthy
Hilltop Staff \Vriter

By Kira Lee
Hilltop Staff \\'riter

The leaves are golden-brown, the bitter wind of au: umn has str.1ck a chord.
and fans are retreating into the comfort of basketball ens:uined arenas across
the nation. The hunger of competition has renewed itself and the boys of
autumn are ready to turn pre-season bricks into post season dreams.
In the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference the competition is wide open.
FAMU has been picked to finish first, yet the likes of Howard, Delaware,
Hampton and South Carolina may have something to bark about. The schedules are out, the rosters finalized and the courts waxed. It's time for some
hoops.

This past weekend.
the Bison men's basket•
ball team hit the road for
the Florida International
University/Hampton Inn
Tip-Off Classic.
On
SaturdaY, the Bison
squared off against
Florida International in
sizzling tliami, Florida at
the Golden Panther
Arena.
The
Bison
offense was too hot to
handle. Forward Seye
AJuko scored a careerhigh 20 points against
FIU in the opening round
of the tournament. The
senior forward connected
on seven out of 10 shots
fron1 the field, hitting the
first three-point basket of
his career.
But
Florida

FLORIDA

A&M UNIVERSITY

(17-12 Overall, 11-7 MEAC)
FA11U has been touted as the team to beat in this year's charge
to the conference title. As the Rattlers hope to follow in the footsteps of its football team who has been admitted to Division 1-A status, the health of guard Terrence Woods is probably the deciding
factor of the team's success. Woods, the conference preseason defensive Player
of the Year, provides the Rattlers with a potent scorer who is a lethal opportunist from beyond the arc. In fact, his 575 points and 20.5 ppg in 2002•2003
were second only to Howard's Ron \Villiamson. Now in his final year at FAMU,
Woods is a dynamic threat in 3•point land. Woods led the MEAC in 3•pointers
and 3-point field goal percentage just one year ago.
Key Game: vs. Hampton - January 10, 2004
Mark this date on your calendar, as two of the better teams in the MEAC
square off in a battle that will highlight two of the most complete guards in the
conference. Both Terrence Woods and Devin Greene of Hampton have been
selected to the preseason all-conference team.

HAMPTON UNIVERSITY
(19-11 Overall, 13-5 MEAC)
After winning the MEAC tournament in both 2001 and 2002,
the Pirates of Hampton faltered s01newhat last season as they tied
for second place alongside Delaware State. Nonetheless, Hampton
is still a formidable threat in the conference and is lead by what
could possibly be the best duo of guards in the MEAC. Junior Devin Green has
been selected to the all•conference first team and won MEAC Rookie of the
Year honors in 2002. Sophomore Jeff Granger adds to pack a powerful one-two
punch in the Pirate backcourt.
However, all has not been rosy for the Pirates thus far. Earlier this semester, the talented Green announced that he was planning to withdraw from
Hampton, but just hours before he was due to appear before the StudentAthlete Appeals Committee at Hampton, he reneged on his decision.
"Devin is a quality young man and was a model citizen his first two years at
Han1pton. His return brings mutual benefit to him and the Hampton
University basketball program," assured head coach Bobby Collins after the
incident.
Apart from their backcourt, much is expected of the young Frank Russell,
who at 6-11 and 210 pounds is a monster of a sophomore at power forward. Just
last week he led the Pirates with 17 points in Hampton's lone pre-season game
of the year (against One on One Sports), which they won 96-69.
Key Game: vs. South Carolina State - January 3, 2004
This match-up against a highly touted South Carolina State squad is
Hampton's first MEAC game of the season and will the set the tone for the
Pirate's season. Playing at home will be a definite advantage for Bobby Collins'
men. SC State's indomitable forward Thurman Zimmerman will go head to
head with Hampton's young Frank Russell, a test that may pull the best out of
the Hampton sophomore.

SOUTH
UNIVERSITY

CAROLINA

STATE

FILE PHOTO

Senior forward Seye Aluko
scored a career•high 20 points
in the first round of the FIU·
Basketball Tournament.

See FLORIDA page 82

Howard Turnovers
Lead to Anlerican Win
By Tahman Bradley
Contributing Writer

PHOTO BY LAWRENCE JOHNSON

Dalsha Hicks' proved to be one
of the few bright spots for the
Lady Bison aglnst American
University this past Sunday.

Hoping to rebuild
from Friday night's sea•
son opening loss to
Villanova, the Lady Bison
traveled across town
Sunday to face the
American
University
Eagles. The Lady Bison
turned the ball over 29
times and as a fast and up
tempo AU squad overwhelmed an anemic and
struggling
Howard
offense, 81-56.
Ten turnovers in the
first 12 minutes paved
the way for American to
score 26 points off
turnovers in the first half.
Senior
point guard
Chanel Spriggs led the
way with 21 points, while
Joanna Barnes, Chanel
Hunt,
and
Jenyce
Woodruff each added 9
points. AU head coach
See AMERICAN page 82

(20-11Overall, 15-3 MEAC)
There have been some changes in Bulldog Country as the postCy Alexander era begins. Alexander, who coached the Bul1dogs for the past 16
seasons. left SCSU for Tennessee State. His assistant of a year ago, Ben Betts,
leads the Bulldogs this year. \Vith the best finish in the :t.1EAC, the Bulldogs
ended the season ranked number one in the American Sports Wire NCAA
Oivision· 1 Black College Basketball Poll.
In addition to Alexander, other major losses include high-scoring guard
:-.1oses l\1alone, Jr. and all•rurpose pla~er Dustin Braddick.
However, in his first season as coach, Betts has the comfort of relying on
the outstanding efforts of Thurman Zimn1erman. Zimmerman, (2002-2003
l\1EAC Rookie of the Year) at 6•5, 230 pounds, is arguably the best forward in
the ~!£AC. Zinunerman·s raw ability is also enhanced by guards Shawn
\Viggins. who aYeraged 16.3 points and shot almost 60 percent from the field at
Allegany College of :'.\laryland last year. and Dimitri EYans who are expected to
pro,·ide the outside scoring drive that should open up inside lanes for the effervescent Zinunerman.

Defense Shines in Howard
Win Over Delaware State
By Ed,vard llill, Jr.
Special to The Hilltop

Ke, Gan1e: , .s. South Carolina December 22, 2003
Bt fore the Bulldogs can open their Chri:>tma., gifts. they must first take on
state nvnl South Carolina. The Gamecocks present one of the most
forn1idable sides in the. SEC, and for the Bulldogs the game ,.,,ill be
n timel~ sharpener before major ~fE...\.C competition gets underway.

DEL ..\. \VA.RE STATE UNIVERSITY
(15 -12 Ol'erall. 13-5 1\1E.4C)
:'.\'ow in his fourth season at the hcln1, Head Coach Greg .Jackson has proved
th.tt he can compete ·with the best. During his fours years in charge, he has led
the Hornet:, to a 44•40 record De)a\\-are ~ tate was 30--8 in the four ) ears
before his tenure The Hornets' 13 ";ns in the. IE.AC last season \\as a school
record. a fact that "as enhanced b, a stubborn and indomitable defense.
See PREVIEW page B3
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Linebacker Mike Sanders
returned a fumble 25 yards for a
touchdown against the Hornets.

Dover,
DE-The
Howard
University
defense scored two
touchdowns and .Jamar
Smith rushed for a
career•high 125 yards
and a touchdown as the
Bison closed out the season 'hith a 21-6 win over
Delaware State in a MidEastern
Athletic
Conference contest at
Alumm Stadium.
In a game that
featured an inordinate
number of penalties (22
combined) and punts
(18) for so late in the season. it was the defenses
that dominated the
action.
But the Bison
defense, which had
~cored seven touch·
do,\115 coming into the
game, added two moreto
their resume. Junior
linebacker ~1ike Sanders
got the first when he
See DEFENSE page 82
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Student
Drop
Athletes Need
By Tahman Bradley
Love, Too
Contributing Writer
ByShatarahRamirez
Contnbuting Writer
Any student athlete knows
that one of the perks of being on a
Division I team is the equipment
On any given campus, you may see
the athletes walking around in
team sweat suits, t-shirts, shorts,
jackets, shoes, even head and wrist
bands. But on Howard's campus,
you won't
Sure, you may see the football
players in their navy warm-ups,
and you may see the gray t-shirts
pretty consistent with each team,
but aside from those two items,
you can't really identify Howard's
student athletes unless you know
them personally.
You may think a lack of athletic equipment isn't a pressing issue,
but a team without proper equipment is like a student without
books or a bed without sheets.
It is simply a necessity, and
here at Howard, it is a serious
problem
Very rarely do Howard's athletic teams receive their equipment
on time, if they receive it at all.
Last year, Howard's swimming and diving team got nothing.
This year, their dissatisfaction continues.
"This season, we competed in
five swim meets without new
equipment," said Milton
Dickerson, a sophomore on the
swim team. "No one was uniform
and we really didn't look together.
Besides that, swimsuits and
Speedos only last for about a year.

For the first time in two
seasons, the Lady Bison basketball team opened their season at home Friday night,
hoping to build off an impressive 8-2 finish last year. But
an injury-plagued squad was
no match for the defending
Big East champions, the
Villanova Wildcats, who
defeated the Lady Bison 7251.
Liad Suez, a sophomore
from Israel, led all scorers
with 16 points and AllAmerican
Courtney
Mix
added 6 points and 15
rebounds.
With all but one player
adding to the scoring mix, a
scarce
crowd
at
Burr

Gymnasium watched a solid
group effort from Villanova.
Freshman Jackie Adamshick
and
Junior
Jennifer
Hilgenberg had strong 10 and
9-point games respectively.
Howard's poor shooting
and the Wildcats' domination
of the boards lead Villanova to
an easy second victory of the
season.
Wildcats head coach
Harry Peretta believed the
experience form the team's
two previous match-ups put
the Wildcats at an advantage.
"I think we had a big
advantage. I think we had a
feel for everything," Peretta
said. "Today in the first half, I
thought that we ran much better than we normally do and I
See WILDCATS page 83

FLORIDA from 81

would not be defeated easily.
Golden
Panther
Marcus
Robinson was determined to
keep his team in the game.
Aluko and Robinson battled
fiercely in the first half, scoring
12 and 13 points respectively by
half time. As the halftime whistle blew, the score stood 32-30,
with FIU in the lead.
After halftime, the Bison
turned up the defensive heat.
FIU completed just six of 28 (21
percent) shots from the field.
Bison freshman forward Jason
Trotter elevated his game in the
second half, adding 6 points and

point guard from
blocking an integral Panther more
shot. The defensive gridlock Cambridge, MA shined from all
opened the doors for a Bison . aspects of the floor. In addition
to his 11 points, Ford contributed
offensive barrage.
Freshman guard Darcy! four assists, three steals, and a
Hudson, hit two long-range team high of seven rebounds.
81 percent shooting (13
jump shots from three point
land. Hudson contributed 13 of i9) at the free throw line
points to propel the Bison into cemented the 67-65 Bison victoHoward advanced to
the lead. Midway through the ry.
second half Hud,on, James Sunday's championship game
"Mac" Wilkinson (15 points), and where they faced Montana State,
Louis Ford (11 points) combined only to finish with a tough loss,
to score 30 of the team's 37 57-54.
points after the break.
Senior James "Mac"
Ford was another Bison Wilkinson was named to the Alltorch throughout the tourna- Tournament team.
ment. At just 5'6", the sopho-

American Eagles Outlast Bison
AMERICAN from 81

Shann Hart was pleased with
her team's conditioning and execution.
"Our conditioning made the
difference", Hart said. "We
pride ourselves on being the
best-conditioned team in the
league."
Hart was also pleased with
Spriggs' leadership on the court
as she added 7 rebounds and 2
steal to her consistent scoring.
"We are really going to miss
her next year. Her defensive
effort and intensity is incredible.
She did an awesome job on the

offensive and defensive end."
Howard's sloppiness on the
offensive end has led to the
Bison's slow beginning. Head
Coach Cathy Parson was particularly disappointed because she
believed her team was prepared.
"I though that the outcome
was truly disappointing.
I
thought American wasn't that
much better. We've got a lot of
work to do to get our post solid.
It's going to be a tough year
unless we get a more consistent
presence from the post."
The rebuilding Lady Bison
still have a few bright spots
despite their rough first two

games. Two sharp freshmen
with very bright futures Melloni
Benson and Christina Aden provided strong showings to add to
senior Daisha Hicks 10 points.
Aden scored 12 points
Sunday giving her 17 for the season and Benson scored 11 points
giving her 15 so far this year.
Aden believes Howard is on the
right track but is going through
•
•
growing pains.
"We're trying to work hard
to get better. We're trying to
come together as a team," said
Aden. Next up for the Lady
Bison, a visit to St. John's.

Defense Clinches Last Win Of Season
the third straight game that
Turner has recorded an interception.
Horner wide-out Deon
Rheubottom got behind the

completing 7 of 17 passes for 45
yards while being sacked three
times.
Smith, whose previous

quarter.

Bison secondary after catching a

The second Howard
score was set up by the special
teams when Delaware State
muffed a punt that gave the
Bison the ball at the Hornets' 3yard line. Sophon1ore running
back Jamar Smith, who was
playing in place of the MEAC's
leading
rusher,
Antoine
Rutherford, scored untouched,
but the Vaughn Waters PAT
failed, giving the Bison a 13-0
lead with 6:26 left in the third.
Then the defense came
up big again, this time junior
cornerback Fred Turner taking
an interception back 52 yards
for Howard's ninth defensive
score of the season. It was also

pass from Andre Smith to avoid
the shut-out.
The Hornets (1-10 overall, 1-6 in the MEAC) appeared
to be in position to make a
comeback when kicker Zack
Bussey recovered his own
onside kick at the Delaware 48.
But a sack by freshman defensive end Jarrett Burgess dashed
their hopes as Howard ran out
the clock.
The Bison, who finished
with 168 yards of total offense,
failed to get 200 yards for the
second straight game. Junior
quarterback Antoine Hartfield,
who started in place of injured
Marcos Moreno, showed rust,

high 30 times and accounted for
73 percent of the team's total
offense.
·
Sanders had another
outstanding game. In addition
to his funible return for a score,
he recorded 16 tackles including
two for losses.
Sophomore
safety
Antoine Bethea finished with 10
tackles and a fumble recovery.
Howard's streak of
games without allowing a touchdown
pass
ended
with
Rheubottom's reception. The
streak covered 27 quarters, but
what is more impressive is that
the secondary allowed only five
touchdown passes all year.

DEFENSE from 81

returned a Hornets fumble 25
yards for the game's first score at

the 14:44 mark of the second

It's irn.portant to get nevv ones reg-

ularly."
Since the administration
seems to have a knack for cutting
the athletic budget each year, perhaps they should examine the wayathletes are represent Howard
when theytravel to other schools.
Does Howard want to be a
school that wears tacky, tom, mismatched garb, or a school that is
well put together and genuinely
cares about its student athletes?
As of right now, the majority
of the sporting Bison feel it is definitely not the latt~r.
Even the football team has
complained about not receiving
important equipment, such as
cleats, on time.
Other teams simply hope to
get lucky, like the women's soccer
team.
"Compared to nonnal schools,
we get absolutely nothing," said
sophomore Eboni Pierce . "In
terms of equipment, we get cleats
and warm-ups. We can't always
keep everything. I guess it's not a
big deal though, since we don't get
that much."
The majority of the Bison athletic teams do not get to keep what
little equipment they are given.
Eva Okereke, a senior on the
women's lacrosse team says that
her team is constantly faced with
equipment problems.
"Since I have been part of the
team for three years, we've never
gotten our equipment on time,"
Okereke said. "It especially seems
like when we need it the most, like
prior to a big tournament, we don't
get it at all."
Her teammate, Ifetayo
Boissett, feels that there could be
some improvements made to the
equipment management system
that would be beneficial to all athletes.
"I think that if coaches kept
good. accurate recoFds, ordered
everything far in advance, and
were the only ones with access to
our equipment, a lot of the trouble
could be eliminated," Boissett said
It is time the folks in charge
listened to the voices of its student
athletes befure matters get any
worse.

by'Ibree
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Freshman guard Christina Aden drives past Villanova's
Courtney Mix in Howard's Friday night loss to the Wildcats.

high was 59 yards earlier this
season against, carried a career-

j

Howard Volleyball Puts Up A Fight
In MEAC Championships
claimed their third
straight
MEAC
Volleyball
championship with a sweep
over second seeded
University of Maryland
Eastern Shore.
In the first set of
matches, number seven
Howard defeated tenthranked Coppin State 32. Howard went on to
face
second-seeded
UMES, who made their
first MEAC championship finals appearance since 1986. The
Lady Bison were swept
by the Hawks in a 3-0
game set. The Hawks
went on to the final
championship match on
Saturday,
against
FAMU. The Rattlers
PHOTO BY MARK COLEMAN/ ALL-PRO PHOTOG RAPHY
proved to be the tougher
Setter Brittany Williams conopponent as they beat
tributed to the Lady Bison's
Eastern Shore in a straight
efforts this weekend.
set victory, 30-18, 30-21,
30-16.
By Shatarah Ramirez
No Bison were named to
Contributing Writer
the 2003 MEAC Volleyball AllTournament Team, comprised
This
past
Thursday, of Jayli Jackson (FAMU), Jana
Howard University's women's Milin (UMES), Stefani Eddins
volleyball team traveled to (N.C.A&T), Tiffany Oliver
Greensboro, North Carolina to (Morgan
State),
Maria
compete in the 2003 Mid- Andonova · (FAMU),
and
Eastern Athletic Conference Mariela Portocarrero (FAMU).
volleyball tournament. Despite
The
Outstanding
fervent efforts made by the Performer award went to
Lady Bison, they could not Adriana Kostadinova, while the
overcome the defending cham- Outstanding coach award went
pions, number one seeded to Tony Trifonov, both of
Florida A&M University, who FAMU.

e:James
''Mac'' Wilkinson
Sport: Baske

Wilkinson was selected to the Florida International UniversityHampton Inn Invitational all-tournament team after stellar performances in both games against FIU and Montana State. Wilkinson had 21
points, 12 rebounds and 5 blocked shots against Montana State. The 12
rebounds and 5 blocked shots were both career highs for Wilkinson.
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PREVIEW from 81

This season, Jackson must replace his top
two scorers from last season, forward Andre
Matthews and shooting guard James Bowen.
Matthews averaged a team-high 12.9 points
per game last season, and departed as the
school's sixth all-time leading scorer with
1,410 points.
However, Jackson knows that he can rely
on the support of point guard Miles Davis,
who is in his senior year. Davis, who has been
selected to the MEAC All-Conference Second
Team, averaged almost 10 ppg a year ago.
Along with powerful forward Aaron Mathews
and swingman Carlos Hawkins, Davis will
head a potent trio that will 1nake up the core of
the Delaware attack.

new coach and a new system. Now into his
second season, head coach Dwight Freeman
hopes that his six returning lettennan will
push themselves to.present a formidable challenge for the top spot in the MEAC.
Gone from last year's side are Daryl Towe,
center Thomas Aladi and Ricky Woods, who
made up the core of Norfolk's team. However,
the Spartans were stoic in scoring defense last
season (allowing an average of just 65.0 points
per game).
Junior Chakowby Hicks and senior
Derrick Smith are expected to be two of the
more potent threats at guard in the conference. Hicks led the Spartans in scoring (11.3
points per game), assists (2.7 per game), 3point shooting (39 percent), and led the MEAC
in steals (2.3 per game).
Up front, the Spartans are led by junior
forward Ryan Grier, who had an unyielding
all-around season in 2002-2003. He was one
of the Spartans best rebounders (4.3 per
game) and helped NSU maintain their topranked scoring defense.

Key Game: vs. Michigan - December 22,
2003
The Hornets have an opportunity to make
so1ne waves as they take on· Michigan just
before the Christmas break. Michigan should
provide some top-class opposition albeit they
Key Game: vs. FAMU - January 12, 2004
are on a self-imposed ban since the Chris
· The Spartans, who went down twice last
Webber - booster fiasco. For the Hornets, who
have the ability to make a surprise surge for season to the Rattlers will hope to regain some
the MEAC title, this game should provide respect in early January when they travel to
some much needed opposition before the con- Florida and take on the favorites in the conference. This game could set the tone for the rest
ference games get underway.
of the season and will pit Norfolk's highly
plugged defense against FAMU's strong back5. COPPIN STATE
court and guard Terrence Woods.

COLLEGE

7 .HOWARD UNIVERSITY

(11-17 Overall, 11-7 MEAC)

(13-17 Overall, 9-9 MEAC)

The Eagles are lead by preseason all-conference forward Jimmy Boykin who celebrated
last year as a breakout year. Previously a
shooting guard, Boykin adds a versatile threat
to Coppin's frontcourt and postseason hopes.
Last season, Boykin ranked 13th in the MEAC
in scoring, helped the Eagles on their way to
becoming the best scoring defense in the conference (allowing just over 60 ppg). On the
flip side, Coppin ended the season averaging
just 58 points per game, and struggled when
trailing late in the game.
Much will also rely on the performance of
sophomore Raheem Scoot, who at guard, must
assume a leader's role and relieve Boykin of
some of his scoring responsibilities. Both players are expected to make up the core of
Coppin's attack.
Head coach Ronald Mitchell has been
joined by his former player Larry Tucker, who
starred for Coppin on the court from 19992002. Tucker, who was Coppin's team captain
a season ago, has been signed as assistant
coach and will provide a nice balance for some
of the younger Eagle players.
Key Game: vs. Howard University January 12, 2003
Coppin State opens up the bulk of their
MEAC games at the Burr Gymnasium at
Howard University, a game that will prove to
be a mixture of entertaining youthful play and
dogged determination. The game signals the
beginning of major inter-conference competition. This one could go either way.

· 6 .NORFOLK STATE
UNIVERSITY
(14-15 Overall, 10-8 MEAC)

After a mediocre season in 2002-2003 and
a .500 finish in the conference, the Bison are
hoping for renewed glory this season.
Nonetheless, the loss of last year's leading
MEAC scorer Ron Williamson is huge. During
his senior year, Williamson led the MEAC in
scoring, totaling 650 points and averaging 21.7
points per game.
.
The answer, however, could be the
improved and highly physical James "Mac"
Wilkinson, who has established himself as one
of the leading centers in the conference. The
junior from Louisville, Kentucky has been
selected to the preseason all-conference second team, and is expected to produce heavily
in the paint for Howard.
Howard may be flying under the radar
somewhat and have only been picked to finish
seventh in the MEAC. However, senior Seye
Aluko, who has had a solid preseason, will lead
the front and in his final year will be bustling
on all cylinders. Guard Hekima Jackson,
another senior for the Bison, is highly touted
around the perimeter and will add a level of
consistency to the Bison attack.
Key Game: vs. FAMU - January 19, 2004
For the Bison, this match-up against the
Rattlers in Florida should set the tone for the
home stretch and HU's most important conference games. FAMU will field one of the
most explosive MEAC teams in recent history,
and Howard have a grueling stretch against
conference rivals Norfolk State University,
Hampton University and South Carolina State
following on January 24, 26 and 31 respectively. For Wilkinson and the Bison, January 19
may prove to be the turning point for HU basketball in 2004.

8. UNIVERSITY OF

Norfolk State players spent the majority of
last season familiarizing themselves with a

SHORE
(5-23 Overall, 5-13 MEAC)
Junior Carl Pruitt is expected to lead the
Hawks in the 2003 season. At forward, he is a
physical presence standing at 6'6" and has had
quite a solid preseason lead-up for UMES. In
the last exhibition game for the Hawks on
November 14, he dropped 29 dazzling points
and was skillfully assisted by sophomore
Aaron Wellington. As a freshman, Wellington
was outstanding. At only 5-11 and 160 pounds,
his lightweight frame did not do his continued
presence and consistency any justice. In just
his first year he led the Hawks in scoring, putting up nearly 14 points per game.
However, if U~IES is to be successful this
season then center Jason McKinnon will have
to step up big in the paint and create a viable
force in order to maintain lanes for Pruitt and
Wellington. At 6-11, McKinnon may prove to
be the game-stopper, but first he must sharpen his skills from a season ago in order to help
the Hawks improve on a less than stellar
2002-2003 season.
Key Game: vs. Towson - December 30,
2003
For UMES, this non-conference match-up
presents a dogged rivalry that should be closely followed by fans of both universities. As
Towson travels the few miles do"Yn the road,
they will undoubtedly bring a slew of supporters to co1nbat the Hawks.

9 .BETHUNE-COOKMAN
COLLEGE
(5-23 Overall, 8-22 MEAC)

world of Cedric Barrow. Now in his senior
year, this point guard fro1n Sacramento,
California has a sense of optimism for the
2003-2004 year: "This season I want to push
everyone to improve. Whether it be in the
weight room, on the court, or in the classroom,
I have to set the pace for the team this year,
and that's the bottom line."
Barrow is an All-MEAC candidate and will
be ably supported by senior forward Reggie
Winkfield and sophomore guard Ronald
Timus. Timus is the only returnee from last
season's freshman group and has been
described as a player with tremendous upside,
while Winkfield is on his way back from an
injury plagued season a year ago.
Morgan State also boasts one of the better
centers in the conference, and although Aaron
Andrews is slightly undersized at 6-5, his ability to rebound and finish well in the paint have
n1ade him Morgan's most exciting player.
Nonetheless, Morgan State will struggle to
compete with the more physical sides in the
conference as they are generally undersized
and inexperienced.
Key Game: vs. UMES - January 26, 2003
When Morgan travels to University of
Maryland Eastern Shore, they have an opportunity to get to get into a groove before they
take on division rivals Norfolk State, Hampton
and Bethune-Cookman. Both teams finished
in the last four of the MEAC last season and if
either is going to make a run in 2004 then it
must start here.

11. NORTH CAROLINA
A&T
(1-26 Overall, 1-17 MEAC)

After a disappointing end to the 20022003 season, the Wildcats will be looking to
Senegalese center Pape Ba to deliver the
goods. Ba, who has been selected to the preseason all-conference first team, has tremendous natural talent and at 6-8 is one of the
more intimidating players in the conference.
He is physical in the paint and was one of last
season's most prolific rebounders, averaging
nearly seven offensive boards a game.
However, Bethune-Cookman will be fielding a very inexperienced side as 4 of their top
5 scorers have all left, leaving the likes of senior Kendrick Frink and junior O'Neal Carter in
the wings. Frink, a forward, and Carter, a
guard, are both expected to play increasing
roles in the Wildcats offense.
At the same time, the Wildcats will have to
make great strides during the season if they
are to compete with the best in the cqnference.

North Carolina A&T must be described as
the ultimate dark-horses of the MEAC. After
an appalling season a year ago in which they
managed just one victory, a young and rejuvenated side has hopes of improving. Indeed,
for the Aggies there is only one direction in
which they can go.
Center Abraham Traore is the inspirational leader of this extremely inexperienced
side. At 6-11, 265 pounds, he is the largest center in the conference and should open some
lanes up for his young forwards and guards. As
one of only two seniors, the Aggies will rely
heavily on his ability to lead from the front.
Forward Chris Ferguson is the only other
senior on the side and should start most
ga1nes. Ferguson is undeniably one of the better players in the paint in the conference and
his MEAC-leading 8.1 offensive rebounds a
game paved the way to a solid junior year. Now
in his final season, he must also lead from the
fore. However, the bulk of the Aggie side is
made up of younger players, generally in their
first or second season. As NC A&T continue to
rebuild, they will be hard-pressed to compete
all season long.

Key Game: vs. FAMU March 4, 2004
Bethune-Cookman College wrap up the
year as they take on state rivals FAMU on
primeti1ne at 8 p.m. FAMU will be looking to
close out the year with a bang, and the
Wildcats will be hoping that they can play
spoiler in the season finale. Pape Ba will have
his staunchest test yet as he looks to shot
Key Game: vs. UMES - January 10, 2004
down an offense that has been hyped as one of
This match-up pits two of the younger
the most dynamic in the conference.
sides in the conference and should be an
entertaining display of talent to come. Both
UMES and NC A&T will be eager to prove that
they are the ones to watch in the years to
10. MORGAN STATE
con1e. On the flip side, the game could prove to
be a struggle to the finishline.
UNIVERSITY

(7-22 Overall, 6-12 MEAC)

MAR y LAND EASTERN

For the Bears, the answer. lies within the

Lady Bison Lose Honte Opener
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think it was because we had
two games under our belt, so
we would fast break a lot more
than normal."
The Bison, without their
top returning scorer Simone
Agee, shot a poor 19 of 59
(32.2 percent), and had no
players in double figures.
Freshman
point . guard
Shannon Carlisle and senior
Shauna Ruglass led Howard
with 8 points apiece, while
Daisha Hicks and Laura
Askew dropped 7 each.

Lady Bison head coach
Cathy Parson believes that in
order for the team to be more
effective, they will need a
stronger post presence.
"We didn't have a particularly great shooting night,"
she said. "I feel we need
stronger performances from
forward to center", said
Parson.
Senior Simone Agee's
presence was visibly missed.
Agee has been sidelined with a
leg injury and the Lady Bison
desperately need her leadership back in their lineup.
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Parson noted Agee's i1nportance to the team.
"We miss her so much
because that's a kid that
brings so much leadership to
the floor and always plays
within herself," she said.
"When you look at the stat
sheet you didn't realize she'd
done so much damage until
you read about it. We don't
know how long it's going to
take for her to get back but I
know we m!SS her tren1endously."
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What is U and how do kids benefit? u~is United Way's formula for investing
in kids that multiplies the impact of your dollar. Community Services Funds combine your contribution with
support from businesses and community leaders - allowing non-profits to develop focused, measurable
children's prograrns that meet the objectives of initiatives like United Way's Success By Six What do kids
need to succeed? Nurturing. reliable care. Strong skills. And you. Give generously to your local United Way
Comn,unity Se1V1ces Fund.

m()/-t/ply the power of' U

United Way
of the National Capital Area
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W. Ellington Felton Redefines Soul
By Rivea Ruff
Contributing Writer

Often, n1usical artists only show one image of themselves.
Instead of delving deeper, getting more personal, they let the art
remain on the surface and only reveal one facet of their personalities in their music.
A far cry from the typical artist, DC native W. Ellington
Felton said that he tries to show vulnerability that most do not.
Describing his musical style as "hypocritical soul," Felton prides
himself on revealing many aspects of who he is in his music.
Featuring a{\ "immediate reality" and relevance to his life, his art
is very specific to his current life situations.
"I expose my weaknesses and strengths for the entertainment of others," Felton said. He believes that the "very, very personal subject matter" of his work is part of what sets him apart
from his n1usical counterparts.
Felton began making music at the age of 13. He lists some of
his musical inspirations as Omar, an artist from the United
Kingdo1n, and Ani Defranco. His crafts are not, however, limited
to music. Felton also attended Carnegie Mellon University as a
theater major. He has been a full time artist ever since, working
on several films, commercials and stage productions in addition
to his music. Recently, he has also added the title of first time
father to his resume with a two and a half month old child.
"I am inspired by actors like Gregory Hines, Sammy Davis
Junior and Paul Robeson," Felton said. He admires these actors
because they moved across several mediums so freely and were .
accepted by audiences. Felton said, "They weren't placed in a
box."
Felton blends the mediums he is involved in together in his
live performances.
"I think what differentiates me is that I incorporate a bit of
my theatrical training into my music," Felton said. "People who
see me perform get a show, not just some talking head on-stage."
Felton's next effort is "Crossrhodes," an upcoming collaborative project with himself and Raheem Devaughn of Urban
Avenue 31, a local group.
Currently, Felton is promoting his current release,
"Blutopia," at several local venues. His next performance is on
November 25th at the Juste Lounge.
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W. Ellington Felton's next
performance is tonight at
the Juste Lounge.

For more information on W. Ellington Felton and his
music, visit www.segmusic.com.
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Literary Corner

Legendary Author Hald R. Madhubuti Brings
Inspiration to HU
By Brandon L. Barber
Contributing Writer
On November 20th,
2003, ta small crowd
gathered in the HU
Bookstore and awaited
the arrival of Haki R.
Madhubuti, author of
Tough Notes: A Healing
Call ... For
Creating
Exceptional Black Men.
Madhubuti, a writer
known to be keen in the
genre of Poetry and
Creative Non-fiction, is
the publisher of nearly 20
books and several coauthored works.
The
cover
of
Madhubuti's book is 1n
plain sight, covered in
hues of black, brown and
gray. On the cover a little
black boy sits upon the
sturdy shoulders of his
father, clutching the thick
hair of his father. It is a
visual stance of security.
Haki R. Madhubuti
stood 6'1 and lean, a
scholarly writer/professor
(Chicago
State
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University). It was not his
stature that was so
impressive,
but
Madhubuti's verbal and
physical struggle in life,
the manipulation of his
thoughts and interpretation of his written words,
which took center stage.
Having taught at
Howard University for
nearly 8 years, from 197078,
Madhubuti
has
received
nu1nerous
awards, fellowships, and
honors.
He was honored by the
National Endowment of
the Arts;
1n 1993
Madhubuti was awarded
with Lifetime Visionary
Award, Paul Robeson
Award (1993), and the
Henry Blakely poetry
award from Gwendolyn
Brooks in 2000. These
are but a few of his many
awards.
Madhubuti gave the
audience key, surprising
and inspirational tidbits
about his life c1rcumstances that commingled
Tough Notes: A Healing

Call ... For
Creating
Exceptional Black Men.
He shared the facts
that his n1other, not his
father, \Vas his driving
force; that he does not
choose to go to church,
because it "interferes with
his conversations with
God." He let the audience
know that art is and was
his anchor behind all of
his literally endeavors,
and that the idea of deep
determination masked
with understanding his
culture (black/AfricanAmerican) is the basis of
his success.
The author of poetry
and creative non-fiction
does not shy away from
giving thanks and praise
to those ,vho see1ned to be
and have been on the
paths of similar greatness. He praised the literary works and authority
of Howard University
professor Tony Medina,
who ,vrote Committed to
Breathing.
The director and
founder of the G,vendolyn

Brooks Center for Black
Literature and Creative
writing, Madhubuti also
praised Brooks' last published
work,
In
Montgomery.
Madhubuti's life took
a change for the better
after he read Here I Stand
by
Paul
Robeson.
Madhubuti told the audience that he came about
this book through the
direct connections and
interrelations with prisoners.
"Blackness of one's
Africaness, when interpreted by persons without
a serious cultural education, is generally limited
to one's personal struggles for day-to-day survival. This tends to be the
center of what one 1s
struggling against,"said
Madhubuti from Tough
Notes.
Life does not always
imitate art. This is especially true for Haki R.
Madhubuti. He told the
crowd that there 1s a
vision greater then just
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making money.
There must be something other then material
,vealth. "[There must be]
a means and 1nethod of
o,vnership of self and
other things outside of
our culture," stated
Madhubuti.
Haki R. lVIadhubuti
truly
believes
that
African-Americans can
liberate ourselves by edu
eating ourselves about
our culture.
He offered a means
through three key 1nethods: First he said we must
claim ownership of ,vherever and whatever we are
involved in. Second, there
must be an end to black
on black exploitation,
which is worse than white
on black exploitation.
And lastly, we need to
build institutions that
work for the AfricanAmerican community.
Maduhbuti created a
novel that was constructed from literature and the
status of our past, present
and future.
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Benzino:
Probable Cause
or
Personal Age~nda
These days, it seems as if a that we needed to not make his statements; his statements
rap star's career is not com- this issue a double standard, were blatantly wrong and,
plete unless he has some feud but instead treat the issue like despite his public apology, he
with another rapper in the we treated Kobe Bryant, R. still needs to be held accountindustry. So we were -t'lot sur- Kelly and O.J. Simpson.
able for that.
prised to hear that the long
Last time we looked, the
Furthermore, derogatory
time feud between Eminem black community supported statements can be found in a
and Benzino had escalated. and continues to support all vast majority of rap music, so it
What was a bit surprising was three of the stars that Benzino is backward to only be upset
the way rapper and _...:::...._ _ _ _ _ _ ___
_ - - - - - - - - w h e n a white artist says
Source magazine edioffensive things. Where
tor Benzino is trying It is hypocritical to hold one are our priorities?
to rally to boycott
People bobbed their
Eminem's n1usic.
rapper to a standard and not heads to Eminem's raps
In a recent press
about killing his wife,
conference, Benzino
others.
hating gay people and
called for a boycott of
even kidnapping the
rapper
Eminem's
daughter he claims to
music due to racist lyrics that attempted to use as an exam- love so much, but the second
surfaced from 1993. In a ple, so what is Benzino saying? he says something about black
freestyle 10 years ago, a
There is something wrong people, everyone wants to
younger Eminem spat angry with a community who will object.
derogatory lyrics bashing black support R. Kelly, only months
Wrong is wrong no matter
women and making an array of after his horrendous acts are when it is done and who does
overall racial slurs. Benzino caught on tape, but will get up it, so if Benzino wants to rally
has called for members of the in arms about statements that for a "cause" he needs not be
black community to shun were said ten years ago. Not to selective in whom he attacks.
Eminem's n1usic and stated say that Eminem is justified for

Our View:

The Race is Not Given to the Swift
There is a reason that D.C.
In the time-honored prac- primaries to take place.
residents drive around the tice of political deception, all However, if this was the way
nation's capital with the words nine of the Democratic presi- they felt, why did they jump on
"Taxation
Without dential candidates supported the bandwagon to participate
Representation" boldly embla- the earlier D.C. primary, and in the early D.C. primary in
zoned on their license plates. claimed a so-called commit- the first place? This is unacSince the formation of the ment to the issue of D.C. state- ceptable and, more importantUnion, D.C. has been subject hood and Congressional vot- ly, it is evidence of weakness
to the ill-fated status of being ing rights. Last week, the can- and inconsistency that could
a state without s t a t e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - quite possibly prove
hood. It seemed as if
detrimental In the
this year, the problong-run.
lem of equal repre- We are disappointe t at so
We believe that all
sentation was being
D
ti•
of the candidates
1 .f th
faced head on by the many OJ
e emocra C can- should show solidarity
Democratic presididates dronped out o.f the in the issues that they
dential candidates.
r.
'J
support. It is clear that
Against a rule of
D.C. Democratic primary. not only do the five
the
Democratic
drop-outs lack followNational Committee,
through, but they are
D.C.'s Democrats decided to didates' true colors shined afraid to go against the grain
hold the D.C. primary election through when only four of the in order to make a conscious
on January 13, rather than the Democrats remained in the political
statement.
Al
usual May date. The candi- race. All of a sudden, the early Sharpton, Carol Mosley
dates expressed a need to D.C. primary seemed less Braun, Howard Dean, and
strengthen the relevance of the important than maintaining a Dennis J. Kucinich have
D.C. pri1nary by putting it in chumminess with the DNC.
proven themselves to be the
the forefront, as opposed to its
Many of the drop-outs say type of audacious candidates
usual position as one of the their decision is due to a the Democratic Party needs in
last, with Iowa and New respect for the DNC rule that a time like this.
Hampshire first.
places D.C. as one of the last
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Can You Hear Me Now?
Cell phones have become Commission has been forced monthly fee for this option.
a common staple in the lives to re-examine some of the ties Now, it is an option for all of
of human beings all over the that bind us. Recently, the us.
world. The portable communi- FCC passed a law that requires
Thankfully, the days of
cation devices that were
having to get thousands
once optional have now
of business cards reprintbecome necessities for the
ed are over. So are the
average mover and shaker.
days of having to call
As a result, people
every person in your life
have come to depend on
to let each one know your
their phones, and more
new contact information.
importantly, their phone
The new law essentially
numbers as one of the only
eradicates the inconvensources of communication
ience of switching numwith the people they n_e_e_d_.!~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~------b-ers.
to talk to. For this
We are thrilled
reason, many custhat the FCC has
tomers often feel
demanded that carrihandcuffed to their
The FCC has done a great ers take on accountacell phone compability when it comes
for
cell
phone
users
by
nies, regardless of
to the service it prodissatisfaction with
vides its customers.
enacting
a
new
law
that
charges or service.
Cell-phone companies
They do not want to
can no longer rely on
allows
customers
to
keep
the
have to go through
the notion that people
the hassle of getting a same number when switching are going to stick with
new phone number.
them no matter what.
•
And now, they
Our hope is that this
earners.
don't have to.
new law will also lead
With so many
to an increase in the
dissatisfied customers dishing carriers to let customers keep quality of service as well as
out billons of dollars to cell their nun1ber when they competitive rate plans among
phone companies each year, switch companies. Some cell- companies.
the Federal Communications phone users already pay a
It's about time.
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... Sfie Said

Planted For a Purpose
Kristi Lu, \\'ilson

By Nakisha Williams
Asst Editorial and Perspective
Editor

Leaming to Count
rv1y Blessings,
One Step Af A lime
It was a night so cold that a

mere lick of the wind could
numb limbs. A heap of dingy
blankets lay crumpled on a
downtown sewer grute as hot
steaming air flew wildly around
it. Passer-bys made grotesque
faces and held their noses as
they cautiously tiptoed around
the scene. In the foreground of
shopping carts and gates that
protected manicured lawns and
shiny well-lit marble government buildings the bundle
moued euer so slightly into a
fetal position. And the world
moued on.
Last Saturday morning
brought me to the 16th Annual
Help the Homeless Walk-athon. For five kilometers I
walked around the National
Mall, around that same place
that I consistently see such a
large number of the city's 14,000
plus homeless people, and for
that long walk, I was left with my
thoughts.
For about two kilometers I
was angry. How could our
Nation's Capital, of all places,
allow this deplorable problem to
persist on such a large-scale
level? How could a government
idly turn its head as men,
worrien, and children sit in
crumpled masses, on sometimes-freezing nights, directly in
front of the White House and
other government buildings?
Did they turn their heads from
the problem as they walked with
bodyguards to shiny limousines?
Did they attempt to justify the
problem or make false promises
with fancy political jargon? Did
they care?
And what about me? As
much as I felt good for walking
for the cause, for the next kilometer, I had to be real with
myself. How many times did I
pass by a homeless person and
think to myself "get a job?" How
many times did I lie and say I
didn't have any money to spare
attempting to justif} it by saying
to myselt that I was a "broke college studenC and evex, dollar
counted for me? How many
times did I take for granted the
things that I have been afforded?
I was dissatisfied with my
answers. And even after walking
around the mall and getting an
orange T-shirt (that in retrospect I think really could"ve been
given to the people we were all
attempting to help) rm still dissatisfied. For it dawned on me
on that last stretch of the walk,
that had the winds of fate blown
in a different direction. I could
have been in a horrendous circumstance.
But instead of scavenging on
the streets or lhiog in abandoned buildings, we ,\ill all leave
Howard, today or tomorrow,
and go home. \\'e \\ill go to families. to a cornucopia of
Thanksgi'ting food. to comfortable tin's. \\bile that is nothing
to be guilty for. it is essential for
us to remember to take the time
to be grateful for all of it. Any
one of us could\·e spent sleepless nights on top of d0\\11tO\\n
sewers, but most of us never
have and never ,\ill. In the bustle of the end of the semester and
the business of the upcoming
holidays. it is imperative that we
remember that.
Have
a
blessed
Thanksgi\ing. It is simpl) amazing how much we truly have to
be thankful for.
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I believe this Thanksghing
holiday there is something we
can all be thankful for, purpose!
kBlessed is the man that
walketh not in the counsel of
the ungodly. nor standeth in
the way of sinners, nor sitteth
in the seat of the scornful. But
his delight is in the law of the
Lord; and in his law doth he
meditate day and night. And he
shall be like a tree planted by
the rivers of water, that
Cory Thomas

I remember when it was
still cool to like Michael
Jackson. Back in the day when
real thugs w0re leather jumpsuits with zippers. That was
when he dropped
Thriller on the world like
Deep Impact and single-handedly changed the face of music
forever.
I wouldn't exactly categorize myself as a big fan back
then. My preadolescent brain
was already crammed to the
walls with comic book scenarios and superheroes. Needless
to say I boarded the nerd bus
pretty early on in the game.
Nevertheless, I did spend
enough time glued, in a
glassy-eyed trance, to the TV
to recognize that MJ was
indeed the man. It was impossible to escape the fact.
His cultural influence at
the time was undeniable. And
the love that the world had for
him was profound and sincere.
That was then ...
It's difficult to pinpoint
exactly when things started to
go wrong for l\.lichael.
Gradually over the years,
though, public sentiment
began to shift around the selfcoronated King of Pop. Slowly,
his image deteriorated as he
slipped from fanatically deified icon to object of relentless
derision.
Perhaps his eccentricities
became too much for us to
bhnk at. Or perhaps we could
just never forgive him for
legitimizing the Jheri Curl.
Whatever the explanation, the

bringeth forth his fruit in his
season: his leaf also shall not
wither: and whatsoe,·er he
doeth shall p,·osper. ~ Psalm
1:1-3.
\\'henever I read Psalm 1:13, I get excited. I am reminded
that no matter what I am going
through that I can find strength
in the \\'ord. Clearly the \\·ord
speaks for it<:elf regarding our
purpose and "hat it takec; to
bring it forth. As we all kno,,
purpose is simply an intended
or desired result. A Goal. But
how many know that a goal

mean, nothmg until \\heels are
put in motion toward!:- fulfilling
it?
In other words. I ha, e
ah\11ys been told that if you
e,·er plan on accomplishing
something in life, you first
must ha,·e a goal. You see. it is
so easy for us to begin a task
anJ e\'en easier for u,;; to quit
before completing it.
Todar. ihowe,·er, I ,,ant to
challenge each of you to
replant the seed of purpose in
your life and watch it grow. It is
time for you to culti\'ate what is

1ns1de of ) ou. It 1s time to
spring forth into action and
allo,\ the tnany seeds that ) ou
ha\'e de, eloping on the inside
of you to n1ature.
~ow is the time for a plentiful har\'est. If you are willin~
to put in the extra work needt'd
to harvest the seed ''°ithin you.
Then you ltl can prosper front
the fruib of) our labor!
Let us pray: "Dear Lord,
you know the plans that you
have for us. Plans to prosper us
and not to harm us. Plans to
giYe us hope and a future. In

The Loneliest Man
---------
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love affair with Michael
Jackson ended a long time
ago, as we no½ scrutinize his
Peter Pan persona with raised
eyebrows and more than a little suspicion. We now shift
uncomfortably in our seats, as

we watch a giggling middleaged ghost hovering about
children like a slightly toofriendl} Casper.
Now, for the second time
in nine years, Michael is the
subject of a criminal investiga-

tion. For the second time,
some young boy has been
placed in a room of salivating
grown-ups as he sobbingly
points to his teddy bear's midsection,
demonstrating
Michael's bad touch.

A Message from the Boardroom
Kareem Merrick
Friday October 24, 2003, 8:30 c.1m: 1
found n1yself waiting for my name to be
called by one of the busy Financial Aid
employees in the Administration Building.
While passing time, I decided to browse
through the current edition of The Hilltop.
The headlines read "President H. Patrick
Swygert delivered his State of the University
Address.~ Warns Another Tuition Increase
is Likely."
The irony of me being Undergraduate
Trustee was sitting in Financial Aid tl}ing to
ensure 1ny educational debts are met "as a
significant reality check. As a student o' this
University, and much like my peers I deal
,\ith all of the financial facets of being a student enrolled.
\>\'ithin the parameters of trusteeship of
a private university: I \\ill commit to. first
educate students on the basis behind tuition
proposals and decisions. And then facilitate
our dialogue. as an educated student body.
poised to develop realistic goals that can be
met and are mutually acceptable. \\'e are
Howard students: w('. research. analvze,
rationalize and contrast information before
formulating our opinion.
Howard Uni\·ersity students as well as
The Hilltop have fought tirelessly to ,·oice
the students' concern to the Board of
Trustees to maintain an affordable tuition.
One of the greatest historic aspects of
Howard is the ability to educate scholars
from a \\ide variety of economic backgrounds. In 2002, the G.S. ~ews and \\'orld
Report rankt'd Howard University 39th out
of the 50 best schools for the best prices.
Howard UniYersity was the only HBCli in

that ranking. In 1995, ''Money'' magazine
named Howard Universitv one of the three
best educational values among 1•.S. tolleges.
I· is not secret that fees and twtion for
many other HBCUs exceed ours: Hampton
costs $1,929.00 more to attend than
Howard, Spelman cost $3,035.00 more, and
1-1orehouse cost $3,375.00 more! With
tuition increasing for colleges and universities nation,\ide, our reputation still stands
as a quality Tier II institution for a \'el)' reasonable price. For example. University of
1-lal)·land students came back from '"inter
break last year to a tuition increase of 15.5%.
In the \\'all Street Journal, staff wnter
Lauren Bayne Anderson and former Hilltop
Editor-in-Chief stated "As it now stands the
federal government owes the 18 schools
{black schools} as much as S19.3 million as
mandated in the 2002 farm bill. For schools
operating on tight budgets, the money could
mean the difference between keeping or
dropping programs. But it looks like the gap
,,ill remain. at least for another year."
\\'hen suf\·e_\ing Howard's campus, surprising!} quite a number of student-; sa,\ the
need for a 'U tion increase. 43 percent of all
Howard Students surv€)ed stated that a
tuition increase is essential. From the School
of Business. when 100 were people sur,·eyed. 60 percent agreed that a tuition
increase was needed kno,\ing the simple
facts. The determining factor for those that
agreed that tuition increase was necessary
was the amount of the increase.
How are federal funds appropriated?
Each year President Swygert must make the
case on Capitol Hill for wh, Howard receives
federal appropriations. There is no set
amount reserved for Howard each fiscal
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,Jackson's guilt or innocence "as tll'\"l'r res oh t•d in
the first t•pisodt•. Yet tht• court
of public , p1nion ch,1rgt•d,
tried and con, iclt'd him "ithout the need for t,1ng1blt' evidentc. All the ncCt•,sa1:· proof
was garnt'red b) just looking
at him.
\-\'1th his supt•rfluous
indulgences and his outlandish persona, he was different.
He mutilated his appearance to the degree of horror
moYie makeup. Frankenstein's
Monster with a perm. And that
was all our xenophobic
natures needed for us to form
mobs and encircle him holding aloft torches.
That's what bothers me
about the reactions to this latest accusation. Vcrv few see1n
to question his culp:ibility.
He's already been condemned
based on unsubstantiated
claims, as if the money he
swims in like Scrooge McDuck
doesn't make him a target for
extortion.
Maybe it's all true. Maybe
he is a dangerously twisted
kid toucht•r. lf so, he deserves
to have the weight of the law
dropped on him like a grand
piano. But, in the meantime,
here's the extent of what we
know
ahout
Michael
Jackson ...
Dude is weird. That's it.
He's psychologically damaged,
he's physically a mess and he's
the loneliest man alive. And
when he looks in the mirror
for whom to blame, he can't
even find himself.
1

I

)

thC!:-e perilous tunes Lord. we
arc !-Cekin~ .vour fact' like ne, er
before \\\· ,\rt' calling upon you
to set' "h,1t is inscribt'd in our
hearts. \\'e trul~ bt•lie,·c that
this is our season to spring
forth likt' the hands of time and
reap the bt'ndits of our l.lbor.
\s \H' \\Uit to he,u ,\ \\'ord spoken from , ou. \H' will continue
to prn) that wht•n it is our season that we "ill bring forth
fruit that is pleasing 111 th)
sight!~ .-\men.

year, even though we have a good standing
with the federal government. When
Congress reviews how much funding
Howard receives, there're man} factors
involved in the decision.
One of the important factors is our level
of self-sufficiency. That invites the question
of our tuition, "Are HU stakeholders doing
their part?"
Furthermore, it is important to be wise
about picking and choosing battles. When
there is an injustice to students at Howard,
the reaction from students can always be
counted on. Yet, the mcntalityof"Us" versus
"The Admimstration" is often times not the
best first reaction. Contrary to popular opinion, I have learned first hand that 'The
Administration" makes commendable
strides to align themselves with student concerns. However. if a strong voice of opposition is necessary it's also well received by my
fellow board members. There is a highly
regarded Tuition and Rates Advisory
Committee composed of administrators,
faculty, and ycs...students.
Tuition issues are not new to Howard
students. Each vear this issue arises and students continue to fight the battle ½1th limited knowledge. Thus we are not fully prepared for the new financial adjustments that
must be made. This year must different;
issues must be addressed, students' needs
must be significantly equated in major decisions, and campuS-\\ide communication
must be strengthened because Howard's
legacy is only as rich as its greatest resource,
the students.

Kareem J. Merrick can be reached at
IG."1errick@howard.edu.
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<lrC htri
6oarlrrs Wliy rlic11 u rfit a(m'81i

l\l'

"tJrad"e• used as a
u6m1u1on 1

fnro
(u tory
witness

fu.,f.

wcayon to 6tat UJ
?lcccr~nB to ou

sfa.. tTlf rnluf: "t

first

liand wlirre t
oyprruuf are new rlie oyJ>TtSUIT
There WIH a nm, W( fiaa to 8!' to
6a,f of rli, 6w 'Jrutfi 6c ro(i[. '1 cmi
tve11 qct 011 ~st dD tanwstCy su
tlit rutfa, 11ut ar,: scarcfit~f~ It

«tfit wrona y(aus and w[{(

,.,...,i

ruf it 'Popular culrurt relTs us
reads lid to '.Ron~. 611t Whtrt
r

tolay1 '7r

n1,1tfi our -f.,r

1s

tfit diut under

?kcordi"B to ou
Creator, t~rc ts 011e ·way and
Wav cm(y to 'lfim. '7t fias 6ten 54
6Gu'5 wa(f ,trc>Uruf Wltli a cli!I' on

tfirrr sFwuCJer a"a wfi1res with a
u,Cry conscuncc '.'Are wt not aif
c<T\ertd 6:, 'His 6Ccod? Pnf.ect low
c,urs out aff ftar. 9'LT too
~
rrlitonc ts swut in tfit ears
tn tfic GiffI/! Wfiat "race art wt nmmng? Sfiafum UIIN( Wt' mttt "84{n,_
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HILLTOP I CS
3 Bedroom, 2 Bedroom
All HILLTOPICS
House for Rent.
are due, paid in full, the
Witio ,valkiog Distance
Tuesday and Friday
to Campus
before
$1500 + Ltilities/month
publication date.
Call
Announcements by
(202)544-7028
campus organizations
Serious Inquries Only
for
meetings, seminars or
nonprofit are charged $5
Personals
for the first 20 \\lords ~ - - - - - - - and $1 for every addi- Maybe the pain you feel
is guilt.
tional five words.
Don't blame 1t on love
Individuals advertising
because you clearly have
for the purpose of
no notion of the word ....
announcing a service,
buying or selling are
The Love Below
charged as local companies with a rate of $10
for first 20 words and $2 1
----------4for every 5 ,vords
thereafter. Personal ads
are $2 for the first I 0
words and $1 for every
additional 5 words.

-- - -,Cry me a
Opportunities
Movie Extras/ Models
needed
No exp. required, All
looks and ages.
Earn $100 - 300 doJlars
per day.
J-888-820-0167 Ext.
Dcl3

Announcements

·ro...
l'JIF, SlJM <>FALL
FEAl{S
You ,vcnt out and
Hailed out
c:ongrats.

l>on•t Slit> ovcr the
Break
()'' \'cah
1'111 rl•al proud of Yall
And for thc
P,,triot (;an1cs ...
\'all finally h,tVl' gottl·n
~·our fcct \\'l'f so no\\'
.you kno\\' \\'hl'rl' ., ·ou
shtnd.
<·onll' h,trd or go htHlll'

river. ■■

r

I ht' .J I l 11 i C) r

\cliit"\ ,·111e11t
<:-XfH'ric:i11rt·
~(Jllll~

l1t•l1l~

}H"<>f>I(·

1111,lf~r~la11,l

ar1cl

re~1 t• <·l

frt•f•

t)Ltr

·11ter1 ri ~e
i; ,
•

:-it<·n,.

\ftt·r all. ki,I~ art·
••ttr ft1tt1r•~.
l.i t·l

tl1t•ir
Iu'

~t1c,·t• '"' ~

.\ () 11 r

i,1~1,i ratiC)II.

r g
And get
over it!!!

\\. \~ \Y . J

\ . C > n «:

Have something
to say but you
don't have the
guts to say it to
the person's
face? Need to
get some feelings off your
chest? Take the
easy route••. put
It In a Hllltopic!
come by the
business office
or call
(202) 806-4749

•

raverY,
'.;

.,•

llnologi
t,::.:.'. ·

>

'. '. ll~

ur:~pa~IOR~\ :;
' __.

OU

What's done in the
dark, ALWAYS
comes out
in the light.

.

ii

OWfUS
~. ;.,:t

for: our. kills,
.·,
OU ii 1cation
_,.~
anil ur)pri.
de. ·,
--..
.

-GOD

P.S.
\'all \\"orkl•d hard and
it sho\\·ed

•
Happy
Thanksgiving
Staff!!!
-Josef &
Aisha

The day is ftCl ly
I low you both
lhan c tself

.,,an to see yaulll
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